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Ottawa Soviet Jewry Committee Co-Chairman Dr.

Walter Hendelman photographed during a recent con-

versation with Russian mathematician Dr. Alexander

Ioffe (inset).

Ottawa joins effort

to release Dr. Ioffe
People of good-will from coast to coast are awaiting

the momentary promised release from the U.S.S.R. of

Dr. Alexander Ioffe and his family.

The case of Dr. Alexander Ioffe and his family has

been in the international limelight since January 8, 1987

when Dr. Ioffe began his hunger strike in Moscow to pro-

test the refusal of an an exit visa for his son, daughter-

in-law and their baby daughter.

Dr. Ioffe, a prominent mathematician, his wife Rosa,

daughter Anna and son Dimitry have been refused per-

mission to emigrate for the past 10 years. He has under-

taken the strike to challenge the real intent of Soviet

leader Gorbachev’s new open policy and the U.S.S.R. ’s

new emigration laws which came into effect January 1,

1987.

An all out effort to help the Ioffe family began on

January 5, 1987 with a conference call placed by Barbara

Stern, Chairperson, Canadian Committee for Soviet

Jewry to leaders of Jewish communities in Canada from

Halifax to Vancouver.

Each of the communities immediately developed a plan

of action. In Ottawa, Bill Attewell, M.P., Chairman of

the Parliamentary Group on Soviet Jewry, together with

David Kilgour, M.P., past chairman of the group, held

a press conference while placing a telephone call to Alex-

ander Ioffe.

Messages of support were sent to Ioffe from the

Honourable Flora MacDonald, Minister of Communi-
cations, Sheila Finestone M.P., Nelson Riis M.P., Fred

King M.P., and Lynn MacDonald, M.P.
The Ottawa Soviet Jewry Committee began a campaign

to send letters to the editors of major Canadian

newspapers, with some success.

Petitions were circulated at the Mathematics Depart-

ment of the University of Ottawa, Carleton University,

National Research Council of Canada — to be sent to

Academician Marchuk, Chairman of the Soviet Academy
of Sciences.

High School students at the Talmud Torah and Ottawa

Modern Jewish School were asked to begin a letter writ-

ing campaign of support directly to Anna Ioffe, the 14

year old daughter of Alexander Ioffe.

The Ottawa Inter-Faith Committee requested informa-

tion which will be disseminated through the Churches.

Petitions will be circulated amongst parishioners.

A telegram was sent to the Academy of Sciences in

Moscow in support of Dr. Ioffe by the Ottawa Soviet

Jewry Committee.
Walter Hendelman, Co-Chairman of the Soviet Jewry

Committee has spoken with Alexander Ioffe in Moscow
to assure him of our support.

The Jewish Community Council of Ottawa is circulat-

ing a petition at all public functions, and encourages the

public to express their vote for freedom by signing their

name.

Dedicating Hy Hochberg Memorial Centre

Annual UJA trip will

visit Poland, Israel
Plans for the Annual United

Jewish Appeal Leadership
Development trip to Israel are

well under way with Avraham
Iny, 1988 General Chairman-
Designate, at the helm. The
indepth Study Mission is sched-

uled for May 10-24, 1987 and
will travel to Poland and Israel.

One of the highlights of the

trip will be the dedication on
Wednesday, May 20, of the Hy
Hochberg Memorial Sports
Centre in Metullah, not far

from the Lebanese border. The
facility, funded by the United

Israel Appeal of Canada, will

serve the community as a haven
of relaxation and normalcy
from the tensions of everyday

life.

The proposal was brought to

Ottawa last summer by U.I.A.

National President Martin
Levine and Executive Vice-

President Walter Hess and was
approved by local leadership.

Both gentlemen will be present

on the day of the Dedication

Ceremony along with the

Ottawa delegation which will

include Hy’s widow Pauline,

his son Brian and his daughter

Lisa with her husband Dr.

Lawrence Sklar of Toronto.

In addition, the group will

mark the 20th Anniversary of

the Reunification of Jerusalem

with a ceremony on Ammuni-
tion Hill and will celebrate the

Ben-Gurion Centennial Year
with a visit to Sde Boker and
other kibbutzim in the area

which epitomize Ben-Gurion’s

dream for the future of the

Negev.
The mission will be the first

to visit Ottawa’s newly-twinned

Project Renewal area Gan
Bracha, consisting of four

adjoining neighbourhoods on

the outskirts of Netanya. Par-

ticipants will have the opportu-

nity to meet with the Project

Renewal Committees made up

of local residents and to discuss

the renewal plans. These are

presently being formulated,

together with the municipality

and Amnon Shinar, Project

Renewal Consultant under the

direction of Ottawa’s Project

Renewal Chairman A.J.

Freiman.
Visits to Yad Vashem, the

Knesset, Bet Hatefutsoth, will

also be included along with

meetings with leading personal-

ities, aimed to help mission par-

ticipants understood the

political and economic situation

being faced by Israel. The
speakers’ presentations will be

reinforced with tours of the Hi

Tech industry and military

bases.

A few lighter moments, such

as an archeological dig, a boat

ride on the Sea of Galilee, and
an evening of Israeli culture,

have been added to the itiner-

ary. These brief respites proved

Avraham Iny

very popular with last year’s

mission, and it was felt they

would be well received again.

Prior to arriving in Israel on
May 14, the group will spend
two and a half days in Poland
visiting sites of Jewish histori-

cal interest in Warsaw and
Cracow as well as the infamous
concentration camp, Ausch-
witz, where so many of our
brethren perished.

The Warsaw portion will

include the Monument to the

Ghetto Heroes, Mila 18 Bun-
ker, Umschlagplatz, the Jewish

cemetery, Nozyk Synagogue
and the Jewish Historical

Institute.

Meetings have also been

arranged with Polish Jewish

Leadership, the Canadian
Ambassador and the newly-

designated Israel Interest Offi-

cer. Polish Jewry numbered 3.3

million before the Holocaust

and formed a diverse and
dynamic community. Today’s

remnant of approximately

10,000 souls maintain some
semblance of Jewish life with

the help of the Joint Distribu-

The late Hy Hochberg

tion Committee which receives

its funding from the overseas

portion of the U.J.A. dollar.

The itinerary was planned

with an eye to exploring the

past in Poland — and moving
into the present and future —
in Israel.

The price for those wishing

to participate is $2,750. per per-

son and includes airfare, hotel,

porterage, transfers and hotel

service charges. $500. of this

amount may be paid in State of

Israel Bonds, provided the

bonds are at least three years

old. Hotels will be deluxe

throughout the trip. Bookings
have been confirmed at the

Intercontinental in Warsaw, the

Holiday Inn in Cracow,
LaRomme in Jerusalem, Dan
Carmel in Haifa and the Hilton

in Tel Aviv.

If you are interested, please

call Avraham Iny at 745-4249

(home) or 526-3220 (office) or

Gittel Tatz at 232-7306, at your

earliest convenience. Space is at

a premium in Israel in May so

reservations will be accepted on

a first come, first served basis.

The Gilbert Greenberg
UM4/J Distinguished Service

TT Award of the
"" Jewish Community Council

of Ottawa

Members of the Jewish Community are invited to

nominate an individual or organization for the 1986 Gil-

bert Greenberg Distinguished Service Award. The
Award, initiated in 1980 in tribute to the memory of

Past President Gilbert Greenberg is intended to recog-

nize exceptional service to the Jewish Community over

the course of many years. It is the highest Award the

community can bestow.

Nominations shall be submitted to the Selection

Committee in writing by March 31, 1987 including a

resume of the individual’s or organization’s contribu-

tion to community life.

The presentation will be made at the annual Gener-

al Meeting of the Community on June 10, 1987. The
name of the award winner will be recorded on the tablet

in the Jewish Community Centre building. A replica will

be given to the recipient.

Address recommendations to Dr. Harvey Lithwick,

Chairman of the Selection Committee, 151 Chapel

Street, Ottawa, KIN 7Y2 marked “Nominations for

Distinguished Service Award.”
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Vaad Report
Gerald Berger

PRESIDENT,OTTAWA VAAD HA’IR

JEWISH COMMUNITY COUNCIL

Dedication in Israel

The 1988 United Jewish Appeal Leadership Development

Group under the leadership of Avi Iny is planning its annual trip,

which this year will go to Poland and Israel from May 10-24, 1987.

Avi feels that it is important to have an opportunity to look

at the roots of so many North American Jews and to be reminded

of the decimation of our people during the Holocaust years, before

proceeding to the wonder of Israel. Once again, it will be a jour-

ney from the "darkness to the light”.

This year the Israel portion of the trip will have a very special

highlight for those Ottawans who will participate. On Wednes-

day, May 20, 1987, they will attend the Dedication ceremony of

the Hy Hochberg Memorial Sports Centre in Metullah. It will be

a fitting and well-deserved tribute for Hy’s many years of out-

standing service to this community and the Jewish people.

I understand there is still room for several more couples who
wish to be part of a unique experience. If you are interested, please

call Avi Iny or Gittel Tatz at 232-7306.

Deschenes Commission Report

At the Board of Trustees meeting of January 28, we were to

have heard Jack Silverstone, National Executive Director of Cana-

dian Jewish Congress, with an update on the Deschenes Com-
mission Report. Unfortunately Jack had the flu and was unable

to be present. However, we spoke on the telephone and I am pass-

ing on his message.

As you are all aware, we are anticipating the release of the public

portion of the report of Mr. Justice Deschenes at any time now .

This will bring to an end the nearly two-year saga of the Com-
mission of Inquiry on War Criminals which is only one phase of

the Canadian Jewish community’s quest for justice. Since we are

currently in the position of not having seen the recommendations

contained in the report, neither the Canadian Jewish Congress

nor the Vaad will be making any statements that would tend to

limit the remedies or options that we find ourselves supporting,

depending upon the contents of those recommendations.

Mr. Silverstone has promised to brief us on this situation at

a future meeting of the Board of Trustees.

The Case of Ernst Zundel

Members of the Canadian Jewish community were disappointed

recently when the Ontario Court of Appeal overturned the con-

viction of Ernst Zundel, based on the fact that the trial judge erred

in several procedural ways. They did, however, uphold the con-

stitutionality of Section 177 of the Criminal Code which criminal-

izes the deliberate dissemination of false news injurious to the

public interest.

The unhappy result is that the Crown cannot win a conviction

unless it is proven that the accused "knew ” his story that the Hol-
ocaust never happened was factually false.

The Crown now has three options: appeal to the Supreme Court
of Canada; proceed with a new trial; or drop the prosecution
entirely. Neither of the latter two options provides the right

answer. Another trial with the “circus-like atmosphere” stage

managed by the accused during the first trial, would be very pain-

ful for Holocaust survivors in particular and the Jewish commu-
nity in general as well as offensive to the memory of those who
perished.

On the other hand, to provide this man and his supporters with
the opportunity to continue to disseminate hate propaganda is

unthinkable.

When 1 read of the decision of the Ontario Court of Appeal,
I reflected on an article 1 wrote, shortly after becoming President,

dealing with the Keegstra and Zundel trials. I said at that time:
“...Kecgstra had 23 days on the witness stand. ..that is the price

we pay for living in a democracy. But how could we justify to

ourselves, let alone our children, if nothing had been done.” My
opinion has not changed.
Canadian Jewish Congress is requesting the Attorney General

of Ontario to appeal the judgment to the Supreme Court of
Canada.

A MESSAGE FROM THE
SOVIET JEWRY COMMITTEE

At this time with the Red Army Chorus and Dance Ensem-
ble coming to the NAC, the Ottawa Soviet Jewry Commit-
tee wishes to make the following statement;

We would like to welcome the members of the Red Army
Chorus to our city. While we would like to be able to enjoy
their performance, we cannot forget that the same govern-
ment of the USSR which sponsors them, also sponsors sys-

tematic harassment and persecution of its Soviet citizens of

Jewish nationality. Jews in the Soviet Union are deprived of

their right to live as Jews, or to go to their ancestral homeland
or elsewhere where they can live as Jews.

U.J.A.
1987
By Daniel Kimmel
General Chairman

The 1987

United Jewish Appeal

Campaign

has gone over

the $3 million mark!

It is anticipated that our final figure will be about
$3.3 million. Although this is slightly short of our
projected goal of $3.4 million, it is an excellent effort.

I am pleased to extend warmest thanks and heart-

felt appreciation to every contributor and every can-
vasser for helping us to achieve these results.

If you have not
made your 1987

pledge , you can do
so by calling

232-7306 today!

Keep the Promise...

If we don% who will?



Cynthia Engel

EDITOR

Jewish geography lives!

Last week, in the quiet-after-hours calm that descends on this

building, as Rossie Rose and I were having a little tete-a-tete

catching up on what’s new and dirty hither, thither and yon, we
espied an unfamiliar face in the hallowed halls of 151.
The gentleman in question, a short, stocky, mustachioed man

with a ready smile — to our discerning eyes not a ‘local’ — was
slowly wending his way along the corridor, pausing every few feet

to examine the photographic display of Jewish Community Centre
past presidents.

As he ambled through the hallway leading to the office which
perpetually bears the warning ‘Sorry Closed’ (mine) we motioned
him to come in and asked if we could help in some way.

Introducing himself as a Torontonian in Ottawa for the evening,

he explained that he had hoped to daven at Beth Shalom, but,
unfortunately, had just missed the services and so was marking
time until a six o’clock appointment.

Is there anything else in this building? he asked, whereupon
Rossie, who is an absolutely incredible font of useful information,
gave him a total overview of the facility, winding up with the fact

that the Jewish Community Centre — complete with ‘schvitz’ —
is housed in the nether regions.

Ah ha, said he, a hopeful smile lighting up his cheery coun-
tenance, I belong to the YMHA in Toronto, have my card with
me, wonder if I can use it here.

Rossie, who knows all (the woman is truly amazing) assured
him that he could indeed do so — in Ottawa as well as in Montreal
— and off he trotted, happy in the knowledge that he was going
to fill that empty hour, if not in prayer, at least in a Jewish facility

to which he had instant access.

Does the story end there? Not on your life!

Sixty minutes later, just as Rossie’s Issie arrived to drive his

Beloved home (dispelling once and for all the rumors that the
tireless Mrs. Rose spends whole nights in this building!) our
Torontonian appeared in the foyer scrubbed, natty and refreshed
for his imminent appointment, having showered — not schvitzed
— on the strength of his Toronto Y card.

And, guess what. It turns out that the gentleman knows a host

of home grown Ottawans, and Issie knows Mr. T’s big brother
... and its old home week right there in the foyer.

The moral of the story? There are two:

•There is no such thing as an out-of-town Jew...just a landtzman
who happens to hang his hat a little farther away.

and
•If you’ve got a JCC card, (and you should) — don’t leave home
without it.

US won't reconsider

deportation decision
WASHINGTON. (JTA) -

The United States Supreme
Court has declined to
reconsider its December 1

refusal to hear an appeal by
convicted Nazi war criminal

Karl Linnas against his depor-
tation to the Soviet Union. The
court’s action prompted
demands by prominent
Republicans and Democrats
that Attorney General Edwin
Meese carry out Linnas’ depor-
tation as soon as possible.

In 1981, the Federal District

Court on Long Island, NY,

stripped Linnas, now 67, of his

U.S. citizenship, after finding

him responsible for multiple

acts of murder committed
during his wartime service as

chief of the Nazi concentration

camp at Tartu, Estonia.

According to the Justice

Department, more than 12,000

persons were murdered at the

camp. Linnas was ordered
deported in 1983 and has been
held since April 1986 at the

Metropolitan Correction
Center in New York City.
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Second Russian family adopted
by Temple Israel congregation

Masha, Nina and Mark Belenky

By Irving Rootman
Following the release of their

first adopted family, the Reit-

mans, from the Soviet Union,
the Temple Israel Russian
Jewry Committee adopted
another family, the Belenkys, in

November 1985. The family
consists of Mark, his wife Nina
and their teenage daughter
Masha.
Mark is a 40-year-old jour-

nalist who was at one time a
member of the editorial board
of the Soviet version of Nation-
al Geographic Magazine until

he lost his job when he applied
to emigrate. Since then he has
been doing free lance trans-
lation.

Nina is a biochemist who
worked as a researcher until she
lost her job upon application.
Since then she has been tutor-
ing and writing essays.

Masha is a student at the In-

stitute for Foreign Languages
were she is studying French.

Since their adoption, the
Committee has written to them
weekly and has received four
very interesting letters in return.

The following are some ex-

cerpts from these letters:

•“You cannot imagine how
glad we were to get your letter,

how touched we were to know
that there are people who care
that we did not sink in a black
hole. Being in refusenik’s skin

one appreciates it poignantly.’’

•“We are very thankful and
proud that Temple Israel decid-

ed to adopt our family. In fact

we are confused because we see

a lot of refusenik’s families

around us and they are perhaps
more in need of help and moral

support than we are. After all

we are (relatively) young and
can make a living... But in any
case we will be happy to start

contacts with new friends.”

•“Now I want to thank you
and all members of your group
for the interest in our respect.

Solidarity has been strong in

our people throughout all Jew-
ish history.”

The following is an excerpt

from a postcard received at the
beginning of January:
•“We wish you all the best for

the coming year! Hope to see

you here or (better) there. Your
letters mean very much for us,

and we can feel your warmth
and care, and support.

It is thus quite clear that our
letters are getting through to the

Belenkys. Whether or not they

result in their release (as was
thought to be the case by the

Reitmans), they seem to be ap-
preciated by the family.
We encourage others in the

community to adopt families in

the Soviet Union and to write
to them on a regular basis. For,
to quote Mark Belenky, doing
so is one way to ensure that

they do not “sink into a black
hole.”

Anyone wishing more infor-

mation or any group interested

in adopting a refusenik family
should contact Irving Rootman
(224-2506); Walter Hendelman
(235-9414), co-chairman of the
Ottawa Soviet Jewry Commit-
tee; or Lillian Laks (232-7306).

Irving Rootman is chairman

ofthe Temple Israel Social Ac-
tion Committee.

Mailbag Mailbag Mailbag
Dear Editor:

I have just finished reading
the December issue of the

Bulletin and was very pleased to

see the article on the Hall of
Fame and its first inductee, the

late Mr. Jess Abelson. Thank
you to the Selection Commit-
tee, he is an excellent choice for

the first person to be inducted

into the Hall.

The December (Chanukah)
issue was a very appropriate is-

sue of the Bulletin to introduce

the Hall of Fame to the com-
munity. At Chanukah we
celebrate the rededication of the

Temple by the Maccabees. We
as Jews have also dedicated our
athletic endeavours to the

Maccabees by calling our ath-

letic games the Maccabean
Games. Israel has always sent

teams to the Olympics (unfor-

tunately once tragically) and
has always been competitive in

world soccer. So athletics have
always been a part of Jewish

culture and life.

When I first thought of es-

tablishing a Hall of Fame it was
with the thought of honouring
our great athletes of the past

(both men and women). That is

only one aspect of the Hall. It

should serve a number of other

important purposes. It should
provide a focal point for the

youth, that is, a place where
they can go and learn about the

rich history of.our community;
a place where they can say

“Look there’s my Zayda” or

“That’s my Aunt”; a place for

them to strive for: “Some day
I’m going to be in the Hall of

Fame”.
The Hall should honour all

people who have been involved
in sport, that is, it should be
dedicated to all the people who
have ever tried to take part in

sport, regardless of their abili-

ty, their performance, or their

aptitude; whether they were an
active participant or a sponsor
or an official or even a support-

er. We should honour those

people who have gone on to

represent our community at lo-

cal, regional, provincial, na-

tional and international levels

of competition. Those who
have excelled at their particular

sport at one or all of those lev-

els of competition. Teams or in-

dividuals, groups or

organizations should be
honoured.

I would like to see the Hall

of Fame do two things in the

future; establish a scholarship

fund and sponsor an annual

banquet. The scholarship
would be presented to a gradu-

ating high school student who
has excelled in athletics and

academics and is going on to

university or college. The ban-
quet would serve two purposes;
to honour and induct new
members into the Hall and
honour those who have partic-

ipated in athletics over the

previous year.

One event that I would like

to see continued is the Annual
Hall of Fame softball game.
The first one, held in the sum-
mer of 1984 was a huge success

and I know was enjoyed by all

who participated and watched.

I was very pleased to learn

who was on the Board of
Governors for the Hall. It

represents a good cross-section

of the community, with people
from the early days to contem-
poraries. Their task is an ardu-
ous one, sorting out and
electing people, maintaining the

archives, choosing and design-

ing the displays, and the gener-
al maintenance of the Hall.

I wish them good luck and
easy picking.

Howard S. Shapero

A pledge

is only a pledge

until it is paid

Please...pay your UJA
pledge today!

Keep the Promise

If we don ’(.
. . who will?

Advertising Representatives:

Jane Cates — 824-3911 (eves.) or Percy Palef — 563-1212

or the Bulletin office at 232-7306
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Can You Believe It— “Real Women
By Rabbi Mordecai Berger

Young Israel Congregation

The book of Exodus (“Shmos”) is a powerful descrip-

tion of the history of the Jewish people. The cruel Egyp-

tian taskmasters ultimate goal was the destruction of the

Jewish people. “Let my people go,” the banner of the

oppressed yearning for freedom, has been taken from the

bitter cry of the Jewish people.

A pivotal strategy of Pharoah was the breakdown of

the Jewish family. When the Jews will be intimidated into

not bothering with children, not sacrificing for family,

their end will be automatic.

“B’zcus Nashim Tzidkaniqus”... these Hebrew words

mean “The merit of the righteous woman, our forefathers

were redeemed from Egypt.” What was their unique

merit? Our Torah explains — they sacrificed and even

risked their lives to have children and build the Jewish

family. These women insured our destiny — that a Jew-

ish nation shall eternally exist.

In contemporary society these basic values and the

responsibility of having children, have been called into

question. In my youth, the main issue was overpopula-

tion. How can we have large families when the world’s

finite food supply, limited natural resources, etc...The

Jewish family, we were told, must be at the forefront,

spearheading the drive to prevent an overpopulated world

from starvation. Please note, that drought in Africa or

perhaps corrupt manipulating governments were not the

issue. Rather, we North Americans would be on the brink

of starvation unless zero population growth would be

realized.

Sure enough, the altruistic Jew was at the forefront of

this cause. Today, there is no talk of overpopulation in

Canada with regard to hunger. On the contrary, in the

OS, farmers have amassed such awesome overproduction

of crops that they have to be subsidized not to produce.

Stored crops have to be destroyed to make room for new-

er produce. But what happened to the Jewish family, the

altruistic Jew who meant to save the world, where are

his/her children?

In the 70’s and 80’s a new challenge to the family arose,

the feminist movement. There arose thousands of organi-

zations, working to enhance the lot of women. Clearly,

many positive achievements have been implemented,

which my article is not attempting to address. However,
in the course of achievement many essential values have

been tampered with and virtually destroyed. The impor-

tance of family, the vital mother/children relationship,

the vital role of the mother, who chooses to remain with

her children at home, are some examples of casualties of

the feminist movement. Once upon a time little girls

looked forward to marrying and raising a family. Today,
this has been denegrated to a position of shame. The com-
ments you hear, vary from “oh, don’t you work, too?”
to “what a waste of your talent”.

Lo and behold, there is a new movement called “Real
Women” whose main theme is pro-family, recognizing

a serious problem of our society, the breakdown of the

family. This group has thousands of members and is pit-

ted head-to-head with the extreme feminist movement.
Its president, Gwen Landolf, a Toronto lawyer who co-

founded Real Women in 1983, feels the era of strident

feminism is caught up in the past and is long past its

prime. Ironically, the Federal Government which fund-
ed 600 women’s groups from the Secretary of State, re-

fused their application for funding on technical grounds.
Landolt says when Real Women asked for an applica-
tion, it was ignored. But when they made the request un-
der the fictional name of National Association of Lesbian
Mothers, they promptly got a form and an encouraging
letter. So, Real Women has a tremendous uphill battle

of education, but their contribution to society can affect

the basic attitudes towards family and children. I for one
will be watching.

However, our Real Women, the “Nashim Tzidkani-
qus”. ..the righteous women who for 3000 years preserved
our people’s destiny by nurturing their children, are still

building the family of Israel, today.

Remember US for your Weddings,

Barmitzvahs & Simchas

FINE'S
FLOWERS LTD. 723-4000
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Author confronts problems and

reactions in Bitburg and Beyond
By Gad Nahshon

(JTA) What kind of conclu-

sions should we draw, today,

from the “Bitburg Affair” of

March 21 to May 7, 1985? Was
it a symbolic Watergate? How
could President Reagan ignore

the hurricane of the American

protest and visit the Bitburg

cemetery, which contains

graves of Waffen SS troops?

Ilya Levkov, publisher and a

noted writer on Soviet-

American and German-
American issues, confronts

these problems in his superb

compilation Bitburg and
Beyon

d

(Shapolsky, New York
1987, 734 pp.). Using primary

sources and special contribu-

tions, Levkov documents the

story of the Bitburg affair in its

gamut of aspects and
manifestations.

Seven parts

Levkov has divided the book

into seven parts: “Planning a

reconciliation across the

graves”; “Reagan proceeds

with German visit”; “The
issues”; “The American
response”; “The German
response”; “The response from

Israel”; and “Reaction from
around the world.” There also

is LevkoV’s own illuminating

introduction as well as “Epi-

logue: Beyond Bitburg.”

The thrust of this compila-

tion is the reactions and opin-

ions of prominent personalities

in our political and intellectual

world such as President Rea-

gan, Vice President Bush,

Chancellor Helmut Kohl, West
German President Richard von
Weizsacker, Elie Wiesel, Primo
Levi, Dr. Norman Lamm. Nor-

man Podhoretz, Serge Klars-

feld, the German Cardinal

Joseph Hoffner, the Arch-

bishop of Canterbury and Dr.

Robert Runci.

Documents reaction

Levkov, of course, docu-
ments the reaction of the

American Jewish establishment

as well as its critics, although he
fails to relate to the Orthodox
movement. He also includes a
few special contributions such
as Dr. Michael Berenbaum’s
essay “The Americanization of
the Holocaust.”
By reading Levkov’s compi-

lation one can come to the fol-

lowing conclusions:

•American politicians failed

when challenged by moral
issues. They even were willing

to manipulate Jewish feelings

concerning the memory of the
Holocaust in order to achieve
political goals. One of Jimmy
Carter’s motives which caused
in April 28, 1978 the establish-

ment of the U.S. Holocaust
Memorial Commission was his

desire to “soften” Menachem
Begin’s Camp David politics.

Seven years later, Reagan
wanted to get Germany’s
approval of his "Star Wars”
plan.

•Jews cannot force their con-
cepts, politics and wishes on the
gentile world. Reagan ignored
Jewish feelings and went to Bit-

burg, stating there that the
Waffen S.S. soldiers “...were
victims, just as surely as the vic-

tims in the Concentration
camps.” Some explain Rea-
gan’s inflexible behavior by
pointing to the fact that only 37
percent of American Jews
voted for him in 1984.

•The reaction of the Ameri-

can Jewish establishment to the

Bitburg affair was poor and
unimpressive. Basically, it

copped out in order to prevent

a deep rift with the White

House.

Yet it should be noted that

the American Jewish response

was far more radical than the

Israeli one. Israel has

“matured” regarding Holo-

caust legacy. After all, it sells

arms to West Germany. Ameri-

can Jews, by comparison, have

just “discovered” the Holo-

caust and are now trying to

fully integrate it into their Jew-

ish collective memory.

•In the coming years it will

be hard to bridge the gap
between the German people

and the Jews. By Jewish rein-

forcement of the collective

memory of the Holocaust,

argues Levkov, we don’t allow

the new Germany a fresh start.

After all, 60 percent of the Ger-

man people today were born
after the Holocaust.

“I reject collective German
guilt...we should not, continu-

ally, torment ourselves by dig-

ging up past guilt...” argues

German Cardinal Joseph Hoff-

ner. The Germans also object

that the Jews have “some kind

of veto over this treatment of

the German history and the

German moral fabric of

today,” stresses Levkov.

More than anything else, the

Germans hate foreign pressure.

It only magnifies German resis-

tance to their national respon-

sibility for the atrocities

committed by the Third Reich.

Bitburg and Beyond is an
important contribution to the

modern historiography of the

Holocaust world, so aptly

called the “other planet.”

Free door to door

transportation

“PRE-SCHOOL
SPECIAL”

(registration deadline Mar. 30th)

Maimonides

School

820-9484

That’s Veal Nice!

Veal is young beef that is four to fourteen weeks old.

The most desirable veal, a delicately flavored pinkish

meat, comes from milk-fed calves. As calves begin to eat

grass after 14 weeks, the meat darkens.

An excellent diet food, veal has very little exterior fat

and no marbling. Since it has so little fat, it is best to

roast, braise or cook the meat in liquid.

Veal in Wine Sauce

1 lb. veal cutlets 1/2 c. flour

salt and pepper to taste 2 t. oil

1 c. margarine 6 T. while wine
1 T. lemon juice 1 lb. mushrooms, sliced

Sprinkle cutlets with salt, pepper and flour. Heat oil

and 2 T. margarine and saute meat on both sides without
browning. Remove and set aside. Add wine to pan and
heat. Add remaining margarine and lemon juice. Saute
mushrooms for 5 minutes. Place veal slices on dish and
top with sauce. Serves 4.

Veal Stew with Tomatoes
1 lb. veal cubes

6 T. oil

1 lrg. can stewed
tomatoes
salt and pepper to taste

1 clove garlic

1 chicken bouillon cube
1 t. oregano
1 red and 1 green pepper cut
in strips

1 onion, sliced

Saute veal in 3 T. oil till brown on both sides. Add
garlic, chicken cube, oregano and stewed tomatoes. Cover
and simmer 10 min. Fry peppers and onion in remaining
oil. Then add to meat and cook 15 min. longer. Serves 4.

Barbecued Veal Riblets

1 veal breast cut 1/4 c. lemon juice
into riblets 4 T. brown sugar
3 T. oil 1 T. pancake syrup
1 medium onion, chopped 1 1/2 t. salt

1/3 c. water 1/2 t. pepper
3/4 c. catsup
Brown riblets in oil. Pour off drippings. Add onion

and water and cover and cook for 1 hour. Combine cat-
sup, lemon juice, brown sugar, syrup and salt and pep-
per and add to meat. Cook for 30 minutes till meat is

done. Serve over rice. Serves 4.

Veal Chops in Casserole
6 veal chops 2 T. oil

2 T. flour 1 large onion, sliced
salt and pepper to taste 2 large potatoes, sliced thin
2 T. margarine 1 T. parsley, chopped

Dust chops with flour and seasonings and brown in oil
and margarine in pan. Grease a casserole with oil and
place a layer ol onions, then chops, and then potatoes.
Repeat again. Sprinkle parsley over top layer of potatoes.
Cover with foil and cook at 425 for 15 min.
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GREENBANK IGA
and

CAPITAL RIDEAU IGA
proudly introduce

Chai For Quality and Cleanliness

INTRODUCTORY SPECIAL

Frozen Chicken Breasts

$5.79 kg 2 *63
LB.

LIMIT 6 PER PERSON
VALID FROM FEB. 9-20/87

WHILE IN OUR STORE DON’T FORGET TO
VISIT OUR VAST KOSHER SECTION
FEATURING CONTINENTAL KOSHER
MEAT & DELI AND OUR NEW LINE OF
PERL’S KOSHER DELI & PREPARED
FOODS (T.V. DINNERS, POT PIES, EGG

ROLLS, ETC.)

Greenbank IGA
250 Greenbank, Nepean

828-9321

Open late Monday-Friday

Only at

Capital Rideau IGA
245 Rideau Street

233-9331

Open Wednesday. Thursday and Friday to 9 p.m.
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Could trigger religious confrontations

Rapid doubling of US converts to Judaism seen
. ... r tn nrn. u/ritPC “That IS- DeOnle WhO

By Ben Gallob
(JTA) — Experts indicate

that the number of converts to

Judaism in the United States

will double to 300,000 by the

year 2000, a New York educa-

tor notes in a recent issue of the

Reconstructionist. The writer,

Lawrence Epstein, a former

humanities professor who is an

administrator at Suffolk Com-
munity College in Selden,

N.Y., favours the conversions.

Nevertheless, he notes that the

increase in the conversions has

helped “trigger religious con-

frontations within (American)

Jewry that some predict could

result in a permanent split

between Orthodox and non-

Orthodox Jews.”

Congenial almosphere

Epstein told the Jewish Tel-

egraphic Agency that about

eight years ago he became
aware of the demographic fac-

tors that diminish U.S. Jewry.

Epstein, who is vice-president

of the National Jewish Infor-

mation Service, concluded that

the most promising way to

expand the American Jewish

population was by a conversion

of non-Jews. He said he had
written a number of articles on

the topic and was planning a

book on it.

In his Reconstructionist

report, he asserts that “several

factors in the social climate of

the United States have com-
bined to create an atmosphere
congenial to the revival of a

Jewish movement to seek con-

verts,” the first being “the

widely noted legitimation of

ethnicity as an acceptable

organizing principle for defend-

ing identity.”

Second, he notes that fun-

damentalist Christians “have
made the act of proselytizing

well-known as a way to win
over reluctant Jews. Jewish

reaction may in some sense be

seen as adopting the tactics of

what many (Jews) view as a reli-

gious threat to Jews.”
Most important, Epstein

asserts, is that "many Jews
favour conversion as a form of

demographic self-defense. Most
American Jews believe that

American Jewry is committing
a slow communal suicide.”

American Jews fear for their

future, he declares, “because of

a combination of negative

population growth, a birth rate

below replacement level; inter-

marriage, frequently cited at 50

percent; a population that is

older than the average —
approximately 40 percent of

American Jews are over 45, as

compared to 30 percent of the

whole U.S. population; and, as

Jews move to the South and
West, a population that is less

concentrated and thus with

diminished religious cohesion

and political power.”
Epstein writes that it was

clear that Jews would continue

to encourage conversion of

non-Jews “for significant reli-

gious reasons alone, indepen-

dent of the fluctuating religious

rates of Jewish births and
intermarriage.”

Discussing the negative
impact of conversion on born
Jews, Epstein notes “conver-

sion has been the focus — both

in the United States and Israel

— of a battle for religious

legitimacy within Judaism.” He
added that some Orthodox
leaders are warning that

“within a few decades, many
people who think of themselves

as Jews will not be considered

Jews by the Orthodox.”
Despite such warnings,

Epstein says, “the numerically

major movements of American

Jewry seem determined to pro-

gress with their intention to

seek converts.” He suggests

that one reason why “the con-

versionist movement has been

so well received by American

Jews” is that “the fundamen-

tal character” of American

Jewry is voluntary.

“In a sense, all American

Jews are Jews by choice,” the

term most converts prefer to

describe their conversion, he

writes. “That is, people who
are born Jews must choose to

remain Jews. There are no legal

forces that seek, reward and

support such a voluntary choice

to remain a Jew — and reli-

gious, familial and cultural

forces have become much less

powerful.”
“Gentiles who choose to

become Jews validate the

choice of those born Jewish to

remain Jews,” he asserts.

Order prison officials to lift

punishment imposed on Vanunu
TEL AVIV, (JTA) — A

Jerusalem District Court has

ordered the authorities at

Ramie prison to lift the punish-

ment imposed on Mordechai
Vanunu, the former technician

at the Dimona nuclear facility

currently on trial for passing

secret information to a British

newspaper.
Judge Zvi Cohen instructed

the authorities to return Vanu-
nu’s Walkman radio and his

books. They were confiscated

after Vanunu managed to flash

a message to reporters alleging

that he had been kidnapped in

Rome by Israeli agents on Sep-

tember 30. The message, print-

ed in ink on the palm of his

hand, was displayed to report-

ers when he was driven to court

in December to be remanded in

custody for the duration of his

trial.

Judge Cohen, hearing an ap-

peal by Vanunu’s attorney,

ruled that the prison authorities

acted beyond their responsibil-

ities by confiscating the radio

and books. But he upheld their

decision not to allow the

prisoner newspapers.

He also dismissed Vanunu’s

complaint that parts of two let-

ters he wrote to persons abroad
were deleted by the prison cen-

sors. Cohen said the deleted

portions contained information

from closed sessions of the

court and were therefore sub-

ject to censorship.

Sylvia Kershman to review

book at Feb. 10 luncheon
Machzikei Hadas Sisterhood

will hold a luncheon program
on Tuesday, February 10 at

12:30 p.m., 2310 Virginia

Drive.

The featured guest speaker,

Sylvia Kershman, will review

The Fugu Plan, a book co-

authored by Marvin Tokayer
and Mary Swartz.

The Fugu Plan recounts the

noble role played by the Japa-

nese in saving the Meir Yeshiva

of Poland when members of
the yeshiva were forced to flee

their native country during
WW II. The authors also detail

the dramatic incidents leading

up to the relocation of the Meir
Yeshiva in the United States

and in Israel.

Cost of the luncheon is $4.00
per person. Everyone is invited

to attend.

Michael Greenberg
Qualified Financial Planner

ARE YOU MAKING AN RRSP CONTRIBUTION
FOR THE 86 TAX YEAR? CONSIDERING A
CHANGE IN YOUR RRSP INVESTMENT MIX?
Let me show you a "flexible'' system of 7 professionally managed portfolios

offered by Investors Group, Canada's largest manager of investment funds:

•Investors Money Market Fund ‘Investors Mortgage Fund

_ -Investors Bond Fund -Investors Canadian Equity Fund

Investors
Syndicate Limited
* MEMBER COMPANY OP THE INVESTORS GROUP

•investors Real Property Fund
(Commercial Real Estate)

(Canadian Common Stocks)

•Investors Retirement Mutual Fund
(Canadian Common Stocks)

AND INTRODUCING INVESTORS SUMMA FUND
Created to enable Canadians to invest in the securities of companies meeting the highest standards
of corporate citizenship and ethics. Guidelines will ensure the portfolio represents companies with
proven records on economic, social and environmental issues. Firms with holdings involving liquor,
tobacco, pornography, gambling and production of weapons systems, firms supporting politically
repressive regimes, and firms that fail to adopt effective pollution control measures, will not be
considered for investment.

DO YOU HAVE A SELF-ADMINISTERED RRSP? CONSIDER
THESE FUNDS FOR YOUR 10% FOREIGN HOLDINGS:

•Investors Japanese
Growth Fund

•Investors International Mutual Fund
(U.S. Growth Companies)

CALL MICHAEL GREENBERG, Bus. 238-1551, Pager 782-9545
to arrange an appointment.

I also offer GIC's, annuities, and RRlF’s.

•Investors

Global Fund
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Book Review
Sharon Drache
BOOK REVIEW EDITOR

Kurelek
A Biography by Patricia Morley

Macmillan of Canada, 338 pages. Cloth; $34.95.

One of Canada’s best-loved
and best-known painters, Wil
liam Kurelek, died in Novem
ber, 1977, at the age of 50.

Cancer claimed him, a cancer
probably caused by excessive
use of oil sprays and lacquers in

the poorly ventilated basement
studio of his Toronto, Beeches
home. He died in much the
same manner as he lived, travel-

ling an uphill
, spiritual path,

struggling all the way.
His struggle was self-

induced. It took him his entire

childhood in Manitoba' and
several of his adult years in

Toronto and England (includ-

ing two psychiatric hospitaliza-

tions, one in London's
Maudsley and the other in Sur-
rey’s Netherene) to discover
that his psychological and artis-

tic well-being were inextricably

tied to his profound need to
please not himself or man, but
God alone.

Manotick-based author,
critic and professor of Cana-
dian Literature, Patricia
Morley, has created an exhaus-
tive and personal biography.
Her intimacy with her material
is charged with respect for the
man and his work. As Morley
aptly analyzes, when faced with
interpreting the artist’s seven-
teen hour stints of painting,

often with fasting: “His long
hours of painting may thus be
seen as an expression of love.

His paintings were his

prayers."

His famous self-portrait,

Lord that IMay See (1955), one
of his most haunting pictures,

reflects Bill’s religious faith.

“Instead of the flat prairie he
often painted, we see a hill and
an upward path with a tree at

the top and a skylark in the

horizon. The Sky is full of light.

Longing, hope and budding
faith combine to bring force to

the picture.”

Morley’s astute interpreta-

tion of this work and several

others enhances the scholarly

aspect of her biography.
It will be particularly interest-

ing to Jewish readers to learn

about Kurelek’s relationship

with his Toronto art dealer, Av
Isaacs.

Bill was first introduced by a
friend who told Isaacs that

Kurelek painted like Hieronyo-
mous Bosch. Morley writes:

“Isaacs is known as a nation-
alist with a sturdy respect for

Canadian art; as adventurous
in his tastes, and as a strong
supporter of artists.”

In 1959, when Av met Bill,

he was immediately drawn to
his toughness and artistic com-
mitment. Kurelek did framing
for Isaacs to ensure a perma-

Free door to door

transportation

“PRE-SCHOOL
SPECIAL”

(registration deadline Mar. 30th)

^0. Maimonides

I School

820-9484

William Kurelek

nent salary. He also framed his

own work, often in colourful
Ukrainian designs on old
barnwood.

Isaacs encouraged Kurelek
and arranged his major exhibi-

tions. The relationship was
rather like the odd couple;
Isaacs was Jewish with a taste

for the abstract in art; Kurelek
was always representational

and often his paintings were full

of Christian symbolism. Still,

they respected one another and
their relationship was a good
one for the duration of Kure-
lek’s life.

In 1974, Kurelek collabo-
rated with historian, Abe
Arnold, on a book exploring
the development of the Jewish
Community in Canadian soci-

ety (Jewish Life in Canada,
Hurtig, 1976). Kurelek’s 16

glossy coloured plates, taken
from slides of paintings in the
private collection of Mr. and
Mrs. Jules Loeb, include: Jew-
ish immigrants arriving on the
Prairies, Dairy Farming outside
Winnipeg, a family celebrating
the Sabbath in Edmonton and
The Tepperman Wrecking Firm
in Toronto.

Kurelek wrote in his warm
introduction to the book. “I
wanted to express my thanks to
the Jewish community for their

important part in my success as
an artist. It was Avrom Isaacs,

a Jew, who first discovered me
and took the risk of exhibiting

my work. After ten years of my
trying in vain on my own for

recognition, he gave me the

necessary break. In fact, he
gave me two opening nights.

The first was sponsored by a
Jewish Women’s Organization.
They bought a few of my pic-

tures too. Jewish art collectors

were my first patrons; and Av
has been promoting my work
ever since.”

Patricia Morley’s biography
is laced with psychological and
artistic interpretation. Her
scholarly research is impeccable
with many of Kurelek’s works
cited and explained. But the

great accomplishment of Kure-
lek’s biographer is her ability to

remain faithful to the spiritual

dimension inherent in Kurelek’s

work.

Non-kosher functions are

taboo: Australia Bet Din
SYDNEY, Australia (JTA)

— The head of the Bet Din
(rabbinic court) here has urged

Orthodox Jews to avoid non-
kosher functions to protect

their own and Judaism’s
dignity.

Rabbi Dr. Y. Kemelman said

that to attend a non-kosher
function, sit in a corner and eat

from “a second or third-rate

menu. ..looks to me as the
adoption of a ghetto status.”

Moreover, the rabbi said an
Orthodox Jew’s attendance at

a public non-kosher function is

to be interpreted as a sanction,

The Australian Jewish Times
reports.

The rabbi went on to advo-
cate kashrut at all public Jew-
ish events. “It should be clearly

pointed out to people that even
if their Jewish observance in

private is not what it should be,

there is nothing hypocritical

about upholding traditional

sanctities and amenities in their

public celebrations of Jewish
religious occasions,” he said.

DIRECTOR
LEGISLATIVE ANALYSIS AND

SOCIAL POLICY

Canadian Jewish Congress, (he national represcntalive organization

of (he Canadian Jewish community, is seeking a full-time policy

analyst for its Ottawa liaison office.

The Position: Analyzing legislative and legal developments and policy

positions, monitoring Parliamentary committee activities, writing

briefs, staffing lay committees, and preparing oral presentations.

Location: Ottawa.

The Candidate: Law or social science background with government

or related experience preferred. Above-average writing ability essen-

tial. Working knowledge of French required.

Attractive benefits package.

Send detailed curriculum vitae, including salary requirement and sam-

ples of writing, to: The National Executive Director, Canadian Jewish

Congress, 1590 avenue Doclcur Penfield, Montreal, Quebec H3C
1C5.

TOP SALESPERSON
OF THE YEAR!

Shayna Shuster
Sales Representative

Bus.: 596-5353 Res.: 828-0385
The Management of RE/MAX Gateway Realty Ltd., Otta-
wa's No. 1 Real Estate Office, is pleased to recognize
the outstanding sales achievement of Shayna Shuster as
the Top Salesperson of The Year for the Company in

1986.

A member of the 100% Club, on the RE/MAX Top 100 list

for North America, Shayna would be very happy to put
her knowledge and experience to work for you.

Nancy C. Forrester

Broker/Owner
Clive Pearce

Sales Manager

RE/MAX gateway realty ltd., realtor

19.6% from us or
9.2% from them?

It's too good to Ignorel
The MONY Equity Fund.

19.6% average annual compound return for the last

10 years!*

Compare that with 9.2% for bank savings accountst

$5,000 invested on Nov. 30, 1976, would be worth

$28,625 today

75% of your original investment is guaranteed

No front end load charges — all your money is in-

vested immediately for you
Backed by MONY Financial Services, with worldwide

assets of over $14.5 Billion (CDN.)

RRSP Eligible
•Nov. 30. 1976 to Nov. 30. 1986 Past returns cannot be construed as a guaran-

tee of future performance. tSource. 8ank of Canada Review. Note: 'MONY
MUNfind "MONY Financial Services" are the trademarks of The Mutual Life

Insurance Company of New York. MONY Life Insurance Company of Canada

is the permitted user of these trademarks and carries on business as MONY Finan-

cial Services.

For a free MONY Equity Fund Information

Portfolio call 232-8989

There's no obligation

Seymour P. Eisenberg, CLU

MONY
FINANCIAL SERVICESFit

285 McLeod St.

Ottawa, K2P 1A1

The MONY Equity Fund is offered by Simplified Prospectus which is

available on request.
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PLUS-60

W Ben Dworkin

Agency Programs Provide Personal Assurance

Food and physical care cer-

tainly are top priorities of the

JSSA care for the elderly.

But there are many more
abstract services provided to

assure comfort, entertainment

and personal contact and a

more carefree life for our men
and women who must depend

on others during their advanc-

ing years.

The agency emphasizes The
Friendly Visiting Program
which is designed to reach out

to elderly people who are iso-

lated, lonely and shut-in. The

JSSA recruits and trains volun-

teers to visit and maintain con-

tact with elderly people, thereby

improving their health and

quality of life. The major

requirement for a volunteer is

a desire and willingness to

“care” for a senior citizen.

The telephone is an instru-

ment we take for granted, but

it also serves as a dependable

contact with the community.
Teleshalom is a telephone reas-

surance program linking a

volunteer caller by means of a

daily telephone call to a senior

who lives alone. This call is

more than a lifeline to ensure

physical safety to those who live

at risk. It also serves a means
of communicating caring and
warmth to someone who may
have no other personal contact.

There are the Security

Checks which is a service

designed to provide the elderly

at risk with regular contact to

ensure health and safety and to

reassure these persons that help

is available when needed.

The agency runs two Shop-

ping Programs, alternating east

and west ends. A driver takes

the men or women to a major

shopping centre and permits

them to shop uninterrupted for

a two hour period before

returning them to their own
homes.

Elderly Person’s Centre

The Elderly Person’s Centre

is a story of people helping peo-

ple. The objective is to prevent

the isolation of individuals by

offering them stimulation of a

social, recreational and educa-

tional nature. The E.P.C. has

been given a permanent space

by the Jewish Community
Centre. It operates every Tues-

day afternoon, providing either

a panel discussion, a lecture, a

film or a senior’s fitness session

in addition to a less structured

coffee hour. On Wednesday
afternoons, the E.P.C. offers

bridge and chess. The organiz-

ing group’s intention is to

expand the scope over time as

membership indicates particu-

lar needs and interests.

The need was apparent in a

study done for the seniors in the

community in the late 70’s, and

the centre became a reality in

1981 under a New Horizon’s

Grant. The study recommended

that programs be developed

which would offer the opportu-

nity for social contacts to the

broad spectrum of persons over

sixty. The target was expanded
to include those fifty and older,

in order to embrace those who
were either newly retired or

about to retire, to afford them
the opportunity to remain in

the mainstream of communal
life.

The group can be proud of

its highly responsible and ener-

getic executive body, which

exercises extremely effective

leadership. While there is no
formal membership, from 20 to

60 seniors attend the programs

offered by the Centre.

The latest Agency Report

speaks for itself: Meals on
Wheels, 48 served, 2,800 meals;

diners club, ad hoc, 3,079

meals; transportation, 20 users,

74 trips; friendly visiting, 10

users, 54 visits; telephone reas-

Enjoy songs,
A Chanukah concert, by the

Grades 3, 4, and 5 students of

the Ottawa Modern Jewish

School was presented in

December to an audience of

parents, grandparents and
friends.

The concert began with the

traditional lighting of the Cha-
nukah candles by Miriam Litt-

man’s Grade 3 class. The class

then sang Chanukah songs such

surance, 35 users, 4,015 calls;

mobile library, ad hoc, 26
users; and Elderly Persons

Centre, 35 daily, 2,450 users.

The cost?

“The cost of our many serv-

ices are flexible,” Executive

Director Elaine Rabin explains.

The affluent persons who need

help reimburse us almost fully.

Persons or families on lesser

incomes pay a reduced fee —
and so on.

The bottom line, however, is

clearly spelled out on a sign that

is fully visible to anyone enter-

ing the Agency’s office at the

Community Centre. It reads:

“NO ONE SEEKING HELP
WILL BE TURNED DOWN.”

*****

Please send information on

people and events to Ben Dwor-

kin, c/o Ottawa Jewish Bulle-

tin, 151 Chapel St., Ottawa,

Ontario, KIN 7Y2.

as “Shira Sevivon” to an
appreciative audience.

Ricky Grebler’s Grade 4 class

performed the story of Chanu-
kah in Hebrew and sang a selec-

tion of Chanukah songs in

Hebrew and English, accompa-

nied by Grade 4 pupil Miriam
Padolsky on the recorder.

Bryna Rumstein’s Grade 5

class acted out the story of Cha-
nukah followed by several

R.S.V.P.
Requests for Senior

Volunteer Programs
This is an invitation for you

to participate in your commu-
nity. You will find a listing of

an exciting range of volunteer

positions.

Mr. G, active senior needs ride

to Mamma Loshen Chevra and
evening events; also seeks chess

partner. Call Bev at 235-0000.

Programming Committee
members needed to help plan

lectures, films, belly dancing(?)

and other activities for seniors’

groups. Call Paula at 232-7306.

Readers needed on a group or

individual basis for the Resi-

dents of Hillel Lodge. Time
flexible. Call Ann at 236-7132.

“R.S.V.P.” is jointly co-

ordinated by Hillel Lodge, The
Jewish Social Services Agency,
and the Jewish Community
Centre.

pupils reading aloud their own
poems about Chanukah.
Finally, assisted by the Kinder-

garten children, they gave a

modern interpretation of Cha-
nukah with an original script.

The concert ended with

Shirley Steinberg leading an
enthusiastic audience in

Hebrew, Yiddish and English

songs.

stories at OMJS concert

INTERNATIONAL

Sponsored by

ALSO...
“YOUR CHILD,
YOUR GEM”

Featuring a lecture/workshop
given by

Rebbetzin Ruth Shaingarten,

noted Clinical Psychologist
of New York.

al the home of Dr & Mrs. A. Aberback
15 Roselawn Crt

Wednesday, March 11, 8:00 p.m.
Cost; S5 00 ($2.50 with Concert ticket)

Come with your questions and concerns!

LUBAVlTCh
WOMEN'S

ORGANIZATION
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Outsider Jews and insider trading
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The ramifications of the Wall Street scandal
By Steven M. Cohen

(JTA) The crimes committed
by Ivan Boesky, Dennis Levine
and several other Jews on Wall
Street have provoked wide-
spread anxieties among a good
number of American Jews.

They worry that the publicity

surrounding the insider trading

scandals will stir up not-so-

dormant anti-Semitic senti-

ments. For here is a case not

merely of Jewish criminality.

The crimes, the ways in which
they were committed and their

context all conveniently com-
port with readily available anti-

Semitic stereotypes.

After all, the many anxious
Jews must be thinking, here
was a coterie of Sammy Glick-

hustlers scheming to get an edge

on the thousands of American
stockholders across the coun-
try, who could not be privy to

the inside information that the

youngish hotshots ferreted out

and kept to themselves. What’s
more, some of their chicanery

took place around United Jew-
ish Appeal functions, conjuring
up 2000-year-old images of
Jewish money-changing in the

Temple.
The insider-trading

imbroglio certainly damages

Jews’ reputation for fiscal

integrity. It immediately raises

questions which one doesn’t

ask in mixed and polite com-
pany: Why are so many Jews
involved in the Wall Street

scandal? Are Jewish business

people more pre-disposed to

dishonesty than others? Or, are

there other explanations?
There are other explanations.

Taken together, they may — or
may not — dispel doubts about
Jewish business ethics.

First, consider the phenome-
non of ethnic clustering. Many
ethnic groups, including Ameri-
can Jews, tend to congregate
within certain professions and
certain industries. And within

those professions, they cluster

in certain sub-specialties; and
within specialties, they cluster

even within certain firms. The
E.F. Hutton check-kiting scan-

dal involved few, if any, Ameri-
can Jews. But any pattern of
wrongdoing centred in the arbi-

trage sub-industry was sure to

involve not one, but several,

Jews.

Second, Jews — like Japa-

nese, Cubans, Armenians,
Koreans, Asian Indians — and
so many other American ethnic

groups, are entrepreneurially

inclined. Members of these eth-

nic groups have long family his-

tories of independent business

ownership, and they have
developed patterns of education
and credit-sharing which facili-

tate entrepreneurial activity. In

the New York area, 40 percent

of the Jewish men working full-

time are self-employed as

opposed to perhaps five percent

of full-time employed men
nationally.

Third, Jews tend to partici-

pate in the frontier economy,
the new and relatively empty
fields, as opposed to parts of
the economy in which members
of the majority group are
already entrenched. Jews
Figured prominently in building
the motion picture industry.

Similarly, they have played a
big role in the growth of the

movement of mergers and
acquisitions in the last few years

as well as the arbitrage field

which grew along with the

quickening pace of takeovers.

In newly developed fields of
economic endeavour, the rules

of conduct — be they official

and legal or more informal —
are themselves primitive, and
developing along with the new
ways of making money. Hence,

because Jews more than other
groups participate in such
fields, they are more likely than
others to be caught up in

scandals.

All this reasoning in no way
provides an excuse for the mis-
deeds of some Jews on Wall
Street or anywhere else; but it

does constitute an explanation.

CANADIANS ARE RETIRING EARLIER, LIVING LONGER:

Retire Kicn.
You can retire a multi-millionaire with the right RRSP investment plan

All RRSPs are not created equal. In

fact, there's an incredible difference.

Many Canadians lock up their RRSP
savings in the bank or in trust company
GICs at low rates of return. Growth is

discouraging!)' slow.

When you contribute each year to a

professionally managed investment

fund — such as the highly-rated Bolton

Tremblay Canada Cumulad\<e Fund—
you enjoy the tax and reinvestment

benefits, plus vigorous growth. A
$3,500 annual contribution starting at

age 30 could grow to 2.6 Milb'on Dollars

by age 60 at 17% average compound
growth. Although past performance
does not guarantee future growth,

several Bolton Tremblay funds have

achieved 1 7% or better over 1 0 years

(Financial Times, July 31 ,
’86)

investing for

Long-term
Growth
GrapinsonoISLSOO
innulconlnbulxxi

(used on 8% and 17%
jtvrage annul com-

pound rates ot return

ova 30->wr period.

8%
RETURN I

$428,000

1

17%
RETURN

$2.6
Million

To learn more, mail the coupon or phone us today.

Dominique Setton 235-6447
Tillcan Financial Corporation

151 Slater St., Suite 802 Ollawi, KIP 5H3

Only in California — ‘baseball nut

’

groom weds bride at Candlestick Park
SAN FRANCISCO (JTA) —

The diamond representing this

wedding was underfoot. Mike
Zimmerman and Barbara Elli-

son were wed in December on
the field of Candlestick Park,

home stadium of the San Fran-

Bulletin. The groom is a physi-

cal education teacher and base-

ball fanatic.

The small ceremony had
many baseball touches. The
chupah was an adorned batting

cage, the scoreboard flashed

were about to become a

double.”
Afterward, the couple

marched from the chupah
under an arch of decorated
baseball bats, presumably to an
extended home stand.

ISSw
YES: I want to Iearn how I can realistically retire wealthy.

Rush me. without obligation, Bolton Tremblay's "Some
Good Advice for RRSP Investors" and other useful informa-

tion.

Name.

cisco Giants major league base-

ball team.

‘‘He always wanted to be
married at home plate,”
Beverly Zimmerman, the

groom’s mother, told the

Northern California Jewish

“Mazel Tov” and the names of
the guests, and the groom
changed into his tux at the

former locker of baseball great
Willie Mays. Rabbi Herbert
Morris wore a catcher’s mask
and noted how ‘‘two singles

Sunday Brunch

now at 15. per person

FourSeasonsHotel
OTTAWA

ISO Albert St. 238-1500

HILLEL ACADEMY
881 BROADVIEW AVENUE

EARLY CHILDHOOD
PROGRAMME

OPEN HOUSE
*****

PARENTS OF PROSPECTIVE STUDENTS
FOR

NURSERY, JUNIOR KINDERGARTEN AND
ALL DAY KINDERGARTEN

ARE INVITED TO OBSERVE CLASSES
DURING THE FOLLOWING TIMES

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 17
WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 18

9:15 - 11:15 A.M.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT THE SCHOOL
OFFICE AT 722-0020.

HILLEL ACADEMY IS A BENEFICIARY AGENCY - UNITED JEWISH APPEAL. OTTAWA
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Urge Canadian Jews to dedicate

Shabbat to Jews in Arab lands
The- Jewish community in

Canada is urged to dedicate

Shabbat Zachor, March 14,

1987, to Jews in Arab lands.

Saleh Mukamal, Chairman
of the Canadian Jewish Con-

gress National Committee for

Jews in Arab Lands, is calling

upon all rabbis in Canada to

dedicate their sermons on this

Moving?
Be sure to

let the Bulletin

know. 232-7306.

day to the plight of Jews in

Arab countries and to offer

prayers for the release of the

4,500 Jews held captive in

Syria.

Shabbat Zachor is also the

Yahrzeit of four young Jewish

girls’ murder in 1974 while they

attempted to escape from
Damascus and the horrors of

life in Syria. Three sisters,

Mazel, Laura and Farah Seb-

bagh, and their cousin Eva
Saad hired a guide to take them
through the mountains into Le-

banon. Instead, he led them
into a trap at the border. The
girls were arrested, raped and
murdered. Their mutilated bod-

ies were stuffed into sacks and

thrown into their parents’

homes.
This is also a Shabbat of

remembrance of the brutal

massacres in December 1983 of

the pregnant Mrs. Lillian Aba-
di and her six-year-old son and
four-year-old daughter.

Jews in Arab lands are a con-

temporary tragedy. They are

not permitted to leave their

countries, many are denied the

right of Jewish education, and

they practice their Judaism at

great personal risk. Worst of

all, they are virtually cut off

from communication with the

Jewish world outside.

Dror - Habonim
O'lian - im

ZIONIST YOUTH MOVEMENT
P.O. Bo* 5288, Station "F". Ottawa. Ont. — (613) 232-7306

CAMP GESHER
Positions Available for 1987 Summer Season

•HEAD OF WATERFRONT
•REGISTERED NURSE

Please address all inquiries to:

CAMP GESHER
P.O. Box 5288

Station F, Ottawa

or telephone

Yona Prital: 232-7306 (w)

225-6584 (h)

MIDDLE EAST PEACE DIALOGUE

A FACE TO FACE SEARCH
FOR COMMON GROUND

Between

JACK YOUSEF KHAZM0
Publisher and Editor of weekly Arabic newspaper

Al-Bayader Assiyasi

"A peace dialogue that is the bridge between fighting partners has become a necessity
for real and just peace. Opposing dialogue for peace is nothing but an attempt to
maintain a situation in which those who are against peace benefit from wars and social
unrest.”

(an editorial printed in newspaper tor which Jack Khazmo is Chief Editor)

and

AVISHAI MARGALIT
Professor of Political Philosophy at Hebrew University; Officer in

Israeli Defense Forces Reserves and lecturer in the Air Force
Officers’ School and contributor to the New York Review of Books.

Wednesday, February 25 at 7:30 p.m.

Jewish Community Centre, 1 51 Chapel Street

ALL THEY ARE SAYING IS GIVE PEACE A CHANCE

Sponsored by Ottawa Friends of Peace Now

Francine Zuckerman Liz Magnes

Israeli pianist will

perform film benefit
“She was intense, cerebral

and richly inventive” said the

Jerusalem Post.

“The highlight of the evening

was Liz Magnes who played

solo jazz piano,” said Ha’Ir.

“Liz played brilliantly,” said

Lilian Gish.

Liz Magnes, internationally

acclaimed pianist will perform

in Montreal on Saturday,

February 28 at 8 p.m. and in

Toronto, Sunday, March 1 at 2

p.m. Magnes will be perform-

ing at a benefit for the Cana-
dian film “Kol Ishah: the

Jewish Woman’s Voice”, by
Francine Zuckerman. As music

composer for the film, Magnes
and Zuckerman will collaborate

in this Canada-Israel
co-venture.

While in Israel researching

her film last summer, Zucker-
man met Magnes at the Inter-

national Women’s Music
Festival in Beer Sheva. Their

interest in each other’s work
was apparent and resulted in

the collaborative effort.

“Kol Ishah: the Jewish
Woman’s Voice”, is a

documentary film, which
depicts the Jewish experience of

several contemporary women in

Canada, Israel and the United

States. In the film, Jewish

women will raise the voices and
echo historical female judges,

scholars, teachers, politicians,

poets, matriarchs and
prophetesses.

“Music is a key element in

any film” Zuckerman says,

“yet in my film it will also be

one of the many creative

voices.”

The Ottawa Jewish Commu-
nity is invited to attend this ben-

efit performance in Montreal or

Toronto. Tickets are available

at the Jewish Community
Centre switchboard. For fur-

ther information, call 232-3191.

New guidelines set

for ’87 competition
The Council of Jewish Fed-

erations is now accepting
entries for its annual Smolar
Awards for Excellence in North
American Jewish Journalism
which pay tribute to outstand-

ing achievements by journalists

whose work appears in English-

language newspapers and/or
magazines published in the

United States and Canada.

In a departure from the
schedule of previous years, the
deadline for the 1987 contest

has been moved up to February
27, 1987 and entries will be con-
sidered that have been pub-
lished at any time, during the
year 1986.

Furthermore, the 1987 con-

test will include three new cat-

egories. In addition to “Human
Interest” and “Public
Affairs,” submissions will be
accepted in the following cate-

gories: “Opinion, Commentary
and Editorials,” “The Arts,

Criticism and Reviews” and

“Science, Medicine, History
and Research.” The “Maga-
zine” category has been elimi-

nated, but the submission of
magazine articles is encouraged
in any of the above categories.

Detailed guidelines and
application forms are available
from the Communications
Department, Council of Jewish
Federations, 730 Broadway,
New York. NY 10003.

||| Hillel Lodge
is looking for a

Consulting Dietician
to work eight (8) hours per week

Times to be arranged.

QUALIFICATIONS:

•Must possess R.P. Dt.

•Several years experience in Health-Geriatric Care

•Familiarity with Eastern European Jewish
Cuisine and Jewish Dietary Laws.

•Knowledge of Dietary Audits and Accreditation
procedures.

Salary to be discussed.

Please call the administrator at Hillel Lodge

236-7132
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9 YEARS OF PROGRESS
Yesterday’s Grade 2, 1981 ...is... Today’s Junior High 1987

L-R, Gidon Gross, Lydia Klein, Shlomo Rode, Jonathan Huber L-R, Jonathan Huber, Shlomo Rode, Lydia Klein, Gidon Gross

In Trinlingual Scholastic Achievement
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REFLECTIONSon the

BEN-GURION Era

Akiva H.S. will host

March 7 Purim Dance
By Michel M.J. Shore

“A Light Unto the Nations — Am Segulah”

From the same desert wilderness of Zin

where Moses wandered with the children

of Israel some 3,300 years ago, David Ben-

Gurion, in 1955, at the age of sixty-nine,

stepped aside from his voluntary retirement

duties as a shepherd and a chronicler in

Kibbutz Sde Boker, and answered the call

of our people to take over the defense port-

folio and within one year to resume the

prime ministership. (At which time, once
again, the Red Sea (and the Straits of

Tiran) would present a danger from the

ancestral land of the pharoahs; and it

would be Ben-Gurion who would lead the

nation and open the sea in the Sinai Cam-
paign. But this, he would not do alone!)

On his return to the Knesset, having lived

in the solitary barrenness of sand where the

horizon meets the land, as if in a never-

ending expanse of space and time, Ben-

Gurion pronounced the following words:

I cannot say that this year I learned

new things.. .but it seems to me I saw
things more clearly than it is perhaps

possible from the confines of an
office. And I shall tell you briefly

what I saw:

Too much desert and wasteland and
too little settlement and development;

Too much concentration and crowd-
ing in the towns...and too little popu-

lation on the borders;

Too many debates and servants and
too few productive workers;

Too much pursuit of comfort, luxury

and riches and too little productivity

and pioneering initiative;

Too many splits and quarrels and too
little joint effort and overall
responsibility;

Too many phrases about Jewish
unity and brotherhood and too little

real help to the newcomers;

Too many demands from the State
and too few demands of ourselves;

Too many requests for rights and too
little fulfilment of responsibility.

Ben-Gurion may have believed that the
establishment of the State of Israel was the
culmination of the aim of Zionism (Reflec-

tions X — re Martin Buber); however, for

Israel, the land and the people, he had a

prophetic vision: of Moses, Ben-Gurion

said, he gave us a timeless message. “You
are a nation of God. This means you must

be Am Segulah,” — Neither “special” nor

“superior” but a “unique” nation that

should pursue truth, justice and compas-
sion. Am Segulah, for Ben-Gurion, was of

a different dimension — a task, an added

responsibility, a virtue born of conscience

— listening to what Elijah described as the

“still small voice”.

In the words of Isaiah, which he repeated

throughout his life, “I, the Lord have

called thee in righteousness and have taken

hold of thy land and kept thee and set thee

for a Convenant of the people, for a light

unto the nations.” (Isaiah 42:6). Ben-

Gurion believed that for as long as Israel

(the people) is Israel (embodies itself in its

mission), a people, true to itself as an Am
Segulah, then Israel, the people and the

land will endure.

Once Ben-Gurion felt that the State’s

first few years of the highest level of the

state of emergency, requiring the govern-
ment’s attention, were over, he convened
the philosophers, Martin Buber and Hugo
Bergmann, to discuss in public confer-

ences, the range of spiritual ideals for

Israel’s development, demanded by the

judges, prophets and sages (not of old but
forever current).

An essential for Israel as the practicali-

ties of survival and life, quoting the Tal-
mud, Ben-Gurion asserted: “Where there
is no bread, there is no Torah but also
where there is no Torah there is no bread.”

To dream for Ben-Gurion was a practi-

cal necessity: “You cannot reach for the
higher virtue without being an ideal-

ist...The Jews are chronic idealists which
makes me humbly glad to belong to this

people and to have shared in their noble
epic.”

Every generation needs men who ques-
tion, struggling to attain a higher virtue.

For a question, in this generation brings a
response, if not now, then in the next —
the goal is first to question, it is the ques-
tion that awakens “the still small voice of
conscience.”

Akiva High School students

are busy preparing for their

Masquerade Dance Party. The
students will host a dance on
Saturday evening, March 7

from 7:00-11:00 p.m. in

celebration of Purim. A profes-

sional disc jockey will provide

the entertainment. All seventh

and eighth graders from
Talmud Torah Afternoon
School, Ottawa Modern Jewish
School, HiSlel Academy, Star

of David, Temple Israel and the

Jewish community are invited

to become acquainted with the

Akiva student body.

Dr. Richard Bulliet of
Columbia University will be at

Akiva on February 1 1 to speak

on the Middle East. Dr. Bulliet,

a Professor of Middle Eastern

History and Director of the

Middle East Institute, Colum-
bia University, has also pub-

lished several books concerning

the Middle East. His lecture,

like all Akiva guest lectures, are

open to the community.
The Middle East course is

progressing well under the

direction of Eric Vernon. The
new Calligraphy course under
the instruction of Beverly
Gershkovitch has also been well

received.

February 4 brought Fuzzi

Eric Vernon teaching his Mid-
dle East course at Akiva.

Zinman to Akiva High School
to offer a preview of Yiddish
theatre. Mrs. Zinman, a form-
er member of the Dora Wasser-
man Company of Montreal,
provided an interesting insight

and background of Yiddish
theatre preparing the students

for their visit from Dora Was-
serman later this month.

Week long program has

focus on Jewish woman
This year, N’Shei Chabad of

Ottawa will be holding the

International Week of the Jew-
ish Woman from March 8-15.

During this week, entertaining

and educational programs are

planned which focus on the

participation of the Jewish
woman in the family and
community.
The week kicks off Sunday,

March 8, with a concert given

by Ruthi Navon. Miss Navon
began as one of Israel’s top
female singing stars, but has
recently moved to the United
States and specializes in con-
certs for women. Delightful

and charming, her performance
portrays an eclectic background

EXCITING THINGS HAPPEN AT GAN ISRAEL DAY CAMP

with a collection of songs in

several languages including
French, Italian, Spanish, as

well as English and Hebrew.
The concert will take place at

the Embassy West Hotel at 7:30

p.m. Light refreshments will be
served.

On Wednesday, March 1 1 ,
at

8:00 p.m. at the home of Dr.

and Mrs. A. Aberback, 15

Roselawn Crt., Craig Henry; a
lecture/workshop will be given
by Rebbetzin Ruth Shaingar-
ten. Rebbetzin Shaingarten is a
clinical psychologist in New
York and writes a column enti-

tled Your Child — Your Gem
for the N’Shei Chabad Interna-

tional Newsletter.

For further information and
tickets, contact Ruth Mendell at

828-1525, Jennie Claman at

729-7387, Gittel Sheffield at

521-1875, Chaya Leah Berger
at 722-5029 or Devora Caytak
at 729-9256.

There will be advance ticket

sales only for both the concert
and the lecture.

Classified
Permanent possibilities for
Jewish singles. Confidential.
Box 904, Snowdon, Quebec,
H3X 3Y1

.

Enthusiastic, dependable
professional with security clear-

ance seeking charter employ-
ment. Academic qualifications
include Master of Criminology
Applied (M.C.A.), four years
varied experience including
child care, family counselling
and media communications.
Please contact E. Rabin at

235-0000.

Bulletin Classifieds get results.

Place yours today. $7.00 first

20 words, and 20c for each ad-
ditional word.

DRAMA/DANCING

GAN ISRAEL '87
Now Accepting Registration

Boys and Girls 3-10

Door-to-Door Transportation Available

Leah Aisenbach
Head Counsellor

Rabbi Eliezer Wenger,
Director

For Information call:

729-9329

820-9484



Won’t take “no” for an answer
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Formula for Rosen’s baseball success: tenacity
RV *i«| 11 Marchall A J ... i *.By Sol H. Marshall

(JTA) “If you won’t take
‘no’ for an answer, you can
make it in the big leagues.”
That’s the credo of Al Rosen,
president and general manager
of the San Francisco Giants
major league baseball team.

It was that determination
that carried “Flip” Rosen
through sandlot baseball games
in Miami, schoolboy fights, a
stint in the Navy during World
War II, several seasons in base-
ball’s minor leagues and an
illustrious major league career
as a slugger and third baseman.
He earned his nickname as a

youngster because of his quick
wrists. They never failed him.
He was most valuable player in

the Texas League in 1947, in the
American Association in 1948
and the American League in

1953 as a Cleveland Indians
star, the only player to be
unanimously picked by the
sports writers.

He has been valuable in the
front office, too, as an execu-
tive with the New York
Yankees from 1978-79, the
Houston Astros from 1980-85
and now with the Giants. His
eye for talent and negotiating
skill has brought the City by the
Bay a hustling and winning
team after years in the
doldrums.

It all started by his not listen-

ing to nay-sayers. A high school
coach told him that he should
avoid football because “Jews
don’t like contact sports.” But
Flip made the team.

In his first professional base-
ball tryout, with a Class C
minor league team in Virginia,
the manager told him to “find
another trade, son. You’ll never
make it as a ball player.”

But Rosen took the four-
and-a-half-hour bus ride to
Thomasville, N.C., where he
heard a third baseman had just

broken his leg. In a cafe there,

a man noticed Rosen’s glove,
discerned Rosen was a player,
and ran next door where the
team’s manager was putting
gasoline in his car. In a matter
of minutes, Rosen had signed a
$90-a-month contract.

Following that season, he
entered the Navy, after which
he resumed his baseball career.
From 1946-49, he played minor
league ball with brief stints with
the Indians at seasons’ end.
Just five days before the 1950
season was to open, Rosen
replaced Ken Kellner at third

base. That year he led the
American League in home
runs, the only rookie ever to do
so.

He repeated the feat in 1953,
as well as leading the league in

runs batted in and coming
0.001

1
points from winning the

batting title and the Triple
Crown.

US antisemitic

incidents drop
Acts of anti-Semitic vandal-

ism, including bombings and
arson, directed against Jews,
Jewish institutions and
property totaled 594 across the
United States in 1986 — a drop
of 7 percent from the 638 inci-

dents reported in 1985.

Assaults, harassment and
threats against Jewish individu-

als and institutions showed vir-

tually no change in 1986.

A perennially dangerous hit

ter, he spent his entire career
with the Indians, playing the
annual All-Star game from
1952-55. The late sports editor
Arch Ward selected Rosen as
his all-time All Star third
baseman.
Rosen was not averse to per-

forming in pain. In 1954, he
played with a broken finger for
a month before the team doc-
tor forced him to take two
weeks off. Nevertheless, the
fans voted him to the All Star
team, and he hit two home runs
in the game.
Hampered by recurring inju-

ries that were too numerous to
remember, Rosen retired before
the 1957 season, stating that he
felt he was unable to perform
up to his own standards. How-
ever, he does recall that his nose
was broken 13 times, which
helps him to hold his glasses

more firmly as he keeps his eye
on the Giants.

After retiring from the
Indians, Rosen became a stock-
broker. He tried to put together

a group to purchase the
Indians, but that didn’t work
out. When he heard that the
Yankees were for sale, he noti-

fied George Steinbrenner, who
had been part of the failed

Cleveland deal.

Steinbrenner bought the
Yankees, taking Rosen with
him as team president. After
two years, Rosen resigned to
take over the Astros, and then
moved on to San Francisco.
Looking back, Rosen

believes it was tougher to break
into baseball when he did than

it is now. Rookies were low
men on the totem pole. They
had difficulty getting batting
practice and were last to receive
good equipment, locker room
space and decent hotel accom-
modations. They literally rode
in the back of the bus.

“Bench-jockeying was a big
part of the game in those
days,” Rosen recalled. “If a
guy was Jewish, Italian, Black
or Irish, he heard about it.

Especially the rookies. But once
you began to produce, they
would let up.

“Sometimes the prejudice
was overt and sometimes more
subtle. But I knew how to han-
dle it. You knock somebody on
their tail and it stopped.”

Rosen and his family reside

i the Bay Area. He has friends

throughout the nation and is

involved in a number of com-
munity organizations, support-
ing projects especially related to

sports and youth. He has
received many honors, includ-
ing election to the International
Jewish Sports Hall of Fame in

1980.

Two-Bit Auction Feb. 21
The Sixth Annual ‘Two-Bit’

Auction, sponsored by the
Amit Chapter of Ottawa
Hadassah-WIZO, will be held
on Saturday, February 21, at
the Talisman Motor Hotel.

In keeping with the spirit of
getting bigger and better each
year, this year’s auction boasts
a varied selection of items —
translation services, hotels, lug-
gage, restaurants, clothing,
food (lots of food) and then the

diet services and dental work to
follow.

The auctioneer is J.J. Clarke
as well as a mystery second auc-
tioneer. Munchies have been
added to the desserts and cof-
fee of the past, along with door
prizes and favours. Tickets at

$6 per person are available
from any member of Amit or
from Bev Rosenstock at
226-2520.

LARRY HARTMAN
CHAIRMAN COUNCIL OF

PAST CHAIRMEN

UJA -87 f//^ Keep the Promise
If we don 7 — who will?

UJA
is people

caring about people
...making the dream

a reality

LARRY HARTMAN

IS WHAT
UJA

IS ALL ABOUT

CUTOURCOUPON
AND CUTYOUR
FUEL COSTS.
Canadians use more petro-

leum for their cars than for any
other purpose. That's why it

makes good sense to know how
you can save energy and money
when you're driving.

The Car Economy Book is

filled with helpful hints on pur-

chasing, operating and maintain-

ing your vehicle. By following

the book's expert advice, you'll

save money, reduce pollution,

and ease the demand on our

natural resources.

Take The First Step Today
Send for your free copy of

The Car Economy Book by

completing and mailing the

coupon below.

^ The Honourable Minister of Energy,

I^ Marcel Masse Mines and Resources

1~ FREE. The Car Economy Book.
The Car Economy Book
Communications Branch
Energy, Mines and Resources Canada
580. Booth Street

Ottawa, Ontario K1A 0E4

Please rush my copy ofThe Car Economy Book.
Name

Canada

Address _

_ City

. Postal Code _

d
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Participant in the underground, fledgling member of Haganah

Sara Vered: sabra’s story rivals James Bond
By David Ingre

Vocation impells some of us

to research the underpinnings

of our present. Fate places

others in the path of our past’s

creation.
“1 won’t talk about my

involvement in the Ottawa
community,” Sara Vered
insisted. "What’s important is

to remind people of Israel’s

beginning. Every Israeli who
grew up in those times — who
was involved in them — has a

story to tell.”

Sitting in the bright January

light of the Vered’s sun-room,

my eyes wandering across the

paintings and sculpture with

which they have beautified their

lives, I listen to a quiet, elegant

woman calmly evoke the turbu-

lence and the ideology which

moulded her generation.

"What happened in the

yishuv," she remarks, “is more
fascinating than any “James
Bond” concoction.

"Only now,” she notes, “are

a lot of stories being published

about it in Israel.”

She tells me about Jumping
Blind, (Nechita Iveret) a book
she purchased there the week
before our meeting. It is the

autobiography of a Palestinian

Jewish paratrooper — like the

ones she knew decades ago,

trained by the British to oper-

ate behind German lines during

the War, who carried out his

own personal mission at the

same time — the rescue of
European Jews.

Parents fled Europe

The yishuv was not just a

story to Sara Vered. Her father,

tired of being marked as a Pole
in his native Byelorussia and as

a Russian by the Poles who
acquired the territory after

W.W.I, became a Zionist.

Wealthy in Europe, he arrived

penniless in Palestine and
played a sizable role in the
"third wave” of immigration.
Her mother, too, had fled Rus-
sian oppression for an envi-

sioned Jewish homeland. By
foresight, labour and luck, both
had been able to pluck their

immediate families from the
path of the unseen Holocaust.

Sara remembers her parents’

tiny grocery store, their first

enterprise in a smaller, vastly

different Jerusalem. (“Actu-
ally,” she admits, "I was born
in Tel Aviv. My parents were
caught there by the riots of
1929. When the Arabs attacked
the train station, my mother
went into early labour — and
there I was.”)

Smiling, she recounts how
the store gave way to a
macaroni factory. The venture
prospered, and her father’s role

as an industrial pioneer took
shape.

It strikes me as quaintly

bizarre: a Zionist macaroni
producer in the anti-Jewish

riots of Jerusalem of
1936-1937!

But there was little humour
in her father’s trips to Tel Aviv.

Arab gangs made frequent prey
of travellers along the winding
hillside roads. These same
gangs fomented the violence

which brought an end to many
friendships between Arab and
Jew. Once, they had mingled
freely in the Holy City, often

doing business together.

Sara’s childhood was punc-
tuated by these outbursts, inter-

spersed with the
British-imposed curfews which
never really seemed designed to

quell them. And in her memory
echo the sounds of explosions

set off by the Irgun.

By the age of 12, no differ-

ent from her friends, she was a

participant in the Jewish under-

ground, a fledgling member of
Haganah. She began her
apprenticeship just as Rom-
mel’s Afrika Corps secured
Egypt and a Jewish future in

Palestine seemed in jeopardy.

Stark mandate

At the War’s close, the Man-
date proved stark and cruel to

the Jews to whom the Balfour
Declaration had promised a
homeland. Thousands of sur-

vivors lost their gamble trying
to slip between the Royal
Navy’s blockading warships
and found themselves behind
British barbed wire on Cyprus.

Where the glamour of
Hayarkon Street’s ‘‘Hotel

Row” now adds to Tel Aviv’s

glittering skyline, a young Sara

crouched to watch one of these

desperate aliyah boats sneak to

the austere shore, its ragged
passengers clambering down to

kiss the sand before racing up
the beach to cover.

At 16, she was one of ten

high school students chosen to

become wireless operators. To
our ears today, it sounds an
innocent pastime for a bright

and eager teenager. But as the

Partition Vote and British

departure grew closer, posses-

sion of an illicit apparatus
meant jail — worse if caught by
the Arabs. The Haganah
always sent the youngsters two
at a time: should one be cap-

tured, the other could likely

escape and sound a warning.
Sara remembers her many

trips up to Mount Scopus, a
journey open to constant dan-
ger. There, in the Beit Ratnoff
Cancer Treatment Centre was
an illegal wireless manufactur-
ing centre. She cannot forget

one return to her base in

Jerusalem, a voyage only one
day before the Arab massacre
of a convoy of doctors at

Sheich Jarrach.

From the siege of Jerusalem,
one incident stands out in her
memory. In the chaos of an
Arab barrage, a frail man was
trying to return to his old-age
home. He had braved the fire

to go to the synagogue to light

candles.

“It’s Lag Ba’omer,” he

PRIPSTEIN’S CAMP
Staff Openings:

Ottawa Interviews Thursday, February 12
at Embassy West, Carling Ave.

•Male & Female Cabin Counsellors $800-$1,200 (minimum 19 yrs.)
•Specialists for drama, jazz dance, kayaking, sailing, arts & crafts, pottery,
calligraphy, judo/karate, photography.,
•Junior section head.

Please send brief resume to Ronnie Braverman, 5658 Queen Mary Road,
Montreal H3X 1X3, or call (514) 481-1875.

explained; “it’s Bar Kochba."
After more than 1800 years,

in the middle of a battle, how
could anyone have thought to

pray for their souls?

“That’s why someone had to
remember,” the old man
replied simply.

But she and her friends felt

lucky to play a part in a

national watershed. They
revelled in their idealism, their

youth blinding them to their

own mortality. Weaned on
dedication and responsibility,

they believed that their lives

were not entirely their own.
They felt sorry for young peo-
ple who couldn’t share the

intensity of their experience or

the reality of their ideology.

Studying Bismark for an
exam, Sara was interrupted by
a girl who is still her friend.

“Come outside,” Drora
insisted.

“I can’t, I have a history test

coming up,” Sara replied.

History in the making

Even today, she can hear her

friend’s retort: “History isn’t in

your books. It’s being made
right now, in the streets!”

Rushing outdoors, the girls

joined in the celebrations which
had erupted on the announce-
ment of Israel’s birth.

Story follows story. She
returns to Tel Aviv and finds

her parents who had not even
known whether she had sur-

vived Jerusalem’s most terrible

hour. Restless, she returns to

service, crossing the Negev and
witnessing the crucial capture
of Beersheva.

She becomes a teacher at an
absorption camp near Ramat
Gan, a mini-U.N. of children

whose Holocaust pasts strain

credulity.

An article from a recent issue

of Davar illustrates her tale of
Joshua Dubnow. Kidnapped by
Arabs during the riots of 1937,

he is spared when hundreds of
his Arab employees plead for

his life. Fifty years later, the

diary and Palestine Post clip-

pings he had stored away are

found by his daughter Ruth, a
childhood friend of Sara’s.

Ruth offers them to a Jewish

historian she has met at a party.

He has been researching the

very event in Nazi archives

where it was detailed by the

Arabs during the War. Reality

surpassing soap-opera
coincidence...

This is the kind of tale Sara
Vered would like to see pub-
lished here.

“Kids today have never lived

in a time — in a country —
before Israel,” she explains.

“They should be taught what it

was like to be a second class cit-

izen everywhere in the world,

with nowhere to go. Now is the

golden age of Jewish history!

“But we have to keep alive

the dream and the vision. The
Hagaddah tells us that every

Jew should think of himself as

personally carried out of Egypt.

We should all think of our-
selves as present when Israel

came into being again after two
thousand years.

“When we lived it, we didn’t

really understand how impor-
tant it was. In thirty years, our
generation won’t be alive. Our
experiences shouldn’t be left for

historians to uncover in arid old

bits of paper. We are still here
to narrate it now.”

She’s right.

YOUNG’S CAR RADIO
SALES & SERVICE

SALES — SERVICE — INSTALLATION
336 Cumberland 235-5428

To Our Customers and Friends
Due to the expansion of Carlingwood Mall,

we have had to close our liESBBi.EffHl restaurant
temporarily . A new l»EW9B,EW91 restaurant with
access from inside as well as outside the Carling-
wood Mall is scheduled to open in December 1987.

Our Clarence Street KB.HBi.EW9l restaurant in
the Byward Market is open for business as usual
including 24 hours on Fridays and Saturdays. You
are also invited to visit our KET.MBlEBHI factory and
take out at 1616 Michael Street.

Thank you for your continued patronage.

The Management
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^Ottawa RscreatmCityHaU
LoisirsHdteldeuHe

Me fayfofX
CITY OF OTTAWA
INTERNATIONAL
FISHING DERBY

February 14, 15

7:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.
Ottawa River, Lakeside Gardens,
Britannia Park.
Registration: ongoing now at Canadian
Tire, Fairlawn Pla/a (corner of Carling &
Fairlawn) or

Februan 14, 15 in the foyer of Lakeside

Gardens from 7:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.

Fee: '10.00/adult or >5.00/child

Includes 2 days of fishing

(One day rate remains the same)

Prizes: One Grand Prize daily for heaviest

llsh caught.

Saturday Grand Prize: snowblower
Sunday Grand Prize: trip South

Plus additional prizes for fishes caught.

Information: Ottawa Fish & Game
Conservation: 828-7362, Recreational Branch: 564-1234

VALENTINE DANCE
Main Street Community Centre
88 Main Street

INTERNATIONAL
DE PECHE SUR GLACE
DE LA VILLE D’OTTAWA
14 et 15 fevrier 7h a 16h
Riviere des Outaouais, Jardins Lakeside,
pare Britannia.

Inscription :

maintenant au Canadian Tire dc la Plaza

fairlawn (angle des rues ( darling ct Fairlawn) ou
les 14 et 15 fevrier au foyer des Jardins

Lakeside entre 7h et I6h.

lO'/adultc ct 5>/enlant. pour les deux jours

Les Irais demeureni les memos pour une tournee seulement.
Prix :

Un grand prix par jour pour le plus lourd poisson peche.
Grand prix du samedi : souffleuse a neige.

Grand prix du dimanche : voyage vers le sud, et plusieurs autres prix.
Renseignemnts :

l.oisirs ,K la Ville d’Oltawa : 564-1234

Ottawa 1 i'll Cv Game < .onservation : 828-7 362.

DANSE DE LA ST-VALENTIN
February 14, 8:00 p.m. to 1:00 a.m.
Admission: S3.00/adult

52.00/seniors 50+

For adults only. Music, bar, entertainment, etc... Information: 564-1264.

7e n in J?0+
BRUNCH AND VALENTINE DANCE

with the Nepean Stage Band
February 14, 12:00 noon to 3:00 p.m.
Overbrook Multiservice Centre
33 Quill Street

Admission: '6.00/Registration is necessary. Information: 564-1017.

VISIT TO CHATEAU LAURIER
February 23

The trip will include: tour of the newly renovated facility, demonstration bv the

hotel chef cook, lunch and transportation.

Fee: > 1 5.00/Register in advance by calling: 564-1017.

POOL PARTY AT CLIFFORD BOWEY POOL
March 27, 8:30 p.m.
Entertainments, sauna, whirl pool, refreshments, and everything to get rid ol

the Winter blues.

Fee: >3.00 or >5.00 with transportation

Register in advance by calling: 564-1017.

Tftanc A 7i ne a6 7iep t'l tnt3 tin n
Don't forget to register soon for the March Break programme w hich w ill take

place from March 16 to 20.

Ottawa Recreation will be offering special programmes for children during that

week in Community centres, Community schools, pools and arenas.

('all 564-1234 for more details.

I#o i /t op i /'o o
TIME ON MY SIDE
A workshop on time management.
Monday, Februan 16. 8:00-9:30 p.m.

Glebe Community Centre

690 Lyon Street

Fee: >3.00 pre-registration is necessary./ Information: 564-1058.

FINANCIAL FORESIGHT
A workshop on home accounting, income tax. budget, etc...

Wednesday. February 25, 7:30-9:30 p.m
Armand Page Community Centre

1 30 King Edward Avenue
Fee: >5,00/ Information: 564-1074.

PARENTS & ADOLESCENTS
A series ol 3 workshops for parents and youth on teenage feeling', assertion

'kills, communication and listening skills

Wednesdays, March 25. to April 8

Main Street ( omimmitv Centre

88 Main Street

Fee: '10.00 lamih

Registration until March 1 1 /Information: 561-1264

('.entre cnmmunuutairc de la rue Main
88, rue Main l.e 14 fevrier de 20h a lh

Entree : 3$/adulte (entree interdite aux mineurs)
2$/aines de 50 ans et plus

Musique, bar, et divertissement. /Renseignements: 564-1264.

7e±C7ine j de504~
BRUNCH ET DANSE DE LA ST-VALENTIN

avec Porches! re du Nepean Stage Band.
Le 14 fevrier de 12h (midi) a 15h
('.entre pol\ valent d’Overbrook
33, rue Quill

Entree: 6$ Inscrivez-vous a l’avance en composant: 564-1017

VISITE AU CHATEAU LAURIER
l.e 23 lev Her
Le voyage comprend : visite des installations renovees, demonstration du
chef cuisinier de l’hotel, lunch et transport. Frais: 15$

THE-CAUSERIE : SEMAINE
INTERNATIONALE DES FEMMES

Le 6 mars
Patro d’()ttawa/40, rue Cobourg
Cue invitation particuliere a toutes les femmes de 50 ans ct plus, a venir

rencontrer des femmes remarquables dans une atmosphere dc detente,

f rais : 2 s Inscription et renseignements : 564-1017

FETE A LA PISCINE CLIFFORD BOWEY
Le 27 mars a 20h30

Divertissements, sauna, bain tourbillon et rafrafehissements pour vous faire

oublier les rigeurs de l’hiver.

Frais: 3$ ou/5$ avec transport.

Inscrivez-vous k Pavance en composant: 564-1017

7n i e nija T'ionp out* fee o npe d'fitvet*
Wntblie/ pas de \oii' inscrire tot pour le conge de mars qui aura lieu de 16 au

20 mars.

Les l.oisirs d’Ottawa ollriront des programmes pour les enfants durant cette

'emaine daii' les different' centres communautaires, ecoles communautaires.

piscines et arenas Pour plus d'mfdrmation, compose/ : 564-1234.

(7/e fie t* i ja out* fez o du ffe i

ARRANGEMENTS F.T DECORATION INTERIEURE
Du 23 fevrier au 16 mars

Centre communautaire St-Pierre

353, rue Friel

Frais: 15$ (Inscription k Pavance necessaire) Renseignements: 564-1060

ENTRETIEN ET SOINS DES PLANTES DTNTERIEL R
Du 25 fdvrier au 18 mars

Centre communautaire St-Pierre

353, rue Friel

Frais: 10$ (Inscription a Pavance necessaire) Renseignements: 564-1060

2197 mURSIDE DRIVE,(mW \, 0/XTARM) K1H 7X3 ‘>64-1234

2197,PROMENADE RIVERSIDE, fflTW t KKWARH)) hlH 7X1 364-1234
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Elissa Iny

Co-Chairman
Women’s Division

Keep the Promise

If we don't — who will?

UJA
is people

caring about people
...making the dream

a reality

Elissa Iny

is what
UJA

is all about

i»Air
FOUNDATION

X
Tamir is a non-profit corporation,

organized to provide sate,

supervised housing for

developmentally handicapped

adults in a Jewish environment.

Mazel Tov to:

Valerie and Mendel Good on the birth of

their granddaughter by Len and Mary Pote-

chin; and by Libby and Jack Steinberg.

Laura and Milton Greenberg on the

merger of the partners of Agulnik and

Greenberg, and Rivers and Finkelman by

Aunt Ida and Uncle Berchik Greenberg.

Ron Hirshhom on the completion of his

studies by Morton and Sheila Tanner.

Mark and Arlene Kerzner on the birth of

their daughter Marissa Gail by Debi and
David Shore; and by Mark and Andrea
Shore.

Mrs. W. Levy on her 86th birthday by

Susan and Jack Feldberg; and by Betsy and
Harry Kofsky.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Leznoff (Montreal) on

their 44th wedding anniversary by Bertha

Borts.

Len and Mary Potechin on the birth of

their granddaughter by Doris and Jack Bay-

lin; and by Devora and Hy Schwartzburg.

Len and Mary Potechin on their daugh-
ter Gail receiving her Ph.D. by Libby Lieff.

Mary Potechin on her birthday by Evelyn

and Norman Potechin.

Myrna Potechin on her birthday by Eve-
lyn and Norman Potechin; and by Len and
Mary Potechin.

Claire Schwartz on her special birthday by
Bob and Irene Stein.

Irving and Ethel Taylor on the birth of

their granddaughter by Max and Ellie Green-
berg; and by Jerry and Lily Penso.
Sam Zunder on his special birthday by

Jack and Joyce Steinberg.

R'fuah Sh’lemah to:

Sheila Beck by Rhona and Bill Levine and
family.

Roz Cohen by Doris and Jack Baylin; by
Susan and Jack Feldberg; and by Betsy and
Harry Kofsky.

Bill Dieks by Sophie and Abe Cohen; by
Susan and Jack Feldberg; by Max and Ellie

Greenberg; by Betsy and Harry Kofsky; by
Judy and Murray Lieff and family; and by
Libby Lieff.

Arni Fuintuck by Lily and Lew Perelmut-
ter; and by Sara and Bob Ritter.

Diana Goldfield by Doris and Jack Bay-
lin; by Lillian and Morris Kimmel; by Lily

and Lew Perelmutter; and by Ida and Harry
Sherman.

Harry Goldstein by Rickie and Joe
Loomer; and by Sara and Bob Ritter.

Berchick Greenberg by Bess and Philip
Lewis and sons (Washington).

Libby Kardash by Bess and Philip Lewis
and sons.

Moe Kardish by Moe Cardash; by Max
and Ellie Greenberg; by Aunt Libby and
Uncle Piney Kardash; and by Judy and Mur-
ray Lieff, Gail and Steven.

Annie Levine by Bertha Pleet.

Muriel Levine by Judy and Murray Lieff
and family; and by Ida and Harry Sherman.
Moe Litwack by Bertha Pleet.

Dennis Newton by Doris and Jack Bay-
lin; by Sophie and Abe Cohen; and by
Rhona and Bill Levine.

Herb Saslove by Doris and Jack Baylin;
by Judy and Murray Lieff; by Sara and Bob
Ritter; and by Libby Shore.

Lil Saslove by Nathan and Reba Diener.

Libby Steinberg by Lily and Moshe Feig.

Risa Taylor by Judy and Murray Lieff

and family.

Ted Wolfe by Doris and Jack Baylin.

In Memory of:

Mariam Mindel Aronson (Toronto) by
Bertha Pleet.

Sophie Bergman (Montreal) by Bess and
Lou Finkelstein and family.

Helen Copland by the Applebaums; by
Ann and Sam Brozovsky; by Moe Cardash;

by Sophie and Abe Cohen, Phyllis and Bill

Leith; by Dora and Isabel Colie; by Alfred
• and Jean David; by Bernice and Bobby
Feller, Seth and Elliott; by Bess and Lou
Finkelstein and family; by Helen Goldman;
by Ida and Ben Greenberg; by Max and Ellie

Greenberg; by Bernice and Isaac Kerzner; by
Rhona and Bill Levine and family; by Gail

and Steven Lieff; by Libby Lieff; by Jerry

and Lily Penso and family; by Minnie and
Sam Petigorsky; by Bertha Pleet; by Sylvia

and Morton Pleet; by Malca Prager; by
Marlene, Hymie, Hildy, Randi and Solly

Reichstein; by Lena Schecter; by John
Schwartzburg; by Ida and Harry Sherman;
and by Jack and Rose Young.

Helen Cutler (Vancouver) by Sam and
Annette Albert and family.

The sister of Mrs. Alfred David (Florida)

by Claire and Abe Kevanstein.

David Dover by Sonia and Harry Agul-
nik; by Marjorie and Lou Goldmaker; and
by Eddie and Pearl Torontow.

George Edgerton (Cornwall) by Morton
and Sheila Tanner.
Lawrence Freiman by Moe Cardash; and

by Len and Mary Potechin.
Gordon Litwack by Bertha Pleet.

The mother of Joel Morgan by Leah
Finkelstein.

Rupert Pollock (Avonmore) by Joseph
Goodman.
Rhea Posner (Winnipeg) by Sam and

Annette Albert and family.

Alex Rothman by Ann and Sam
Brozovsky; by Moe Cardash; by Bernice,
Bobby, Seth and Elliott Feller; by Marjorie
and Lou Goldmaker; by Ben and Ida Green-
berg; by Max and Ellie Greenberg; by Rhona
and Bill Levine; by Judy and Murray Lieff
and family; by Jerry and Lily Penso; and by
Moe and Sarah Resnick.

Maurice Shabinsky by Judy and Murray
Lieff; and by Ruth and Ben Litzback.

Louis Young (Montreal) by Morton and
Sheila Tanner.
Anna Zilberg by Libby Shore; and by

Jack and Rose Young.

With thanks for being such wonderful
hosts and Happy Chanukah to Mr. and Mrs.
Moe Litwack by Bertha Pleet and Pinchas.
Happy Chanukah to Sol and Molly Sher-

man by Bertha Pleet and Pinchas.
In Appreciation to Jill and Allan Bellack

by Rhona and Bill Levine and family.
In Appreciation to Helaine and Jack

Gould by Rhona and Bill Levine and family.

Donation cards can be purchased by call-

ing Reba Diener at 733-5155 or Lily Penso
at 725-1846.

Talmud Torah kindergarten students proudly display their Tu
B’Shvat artwork as teacher Barbara Herland looks on.

Talmud Torah Shabbat

scheduled for Feb. 7
Talmud Torah Shabbat is

now upon the children of the

Afternoon School.

The students have been prac-

ticing regularly with the help

and encouragement of both
teachers and parents. Cantor
David Aptowitzer visited the

school on January 15 to over-

see the progress of the shabbat
and students have also been
receiving extra help with their

'parts’ from Nickie Glick.

During the month of January
all Talmud Torah classes were
given an opportunity to view
themselves on the Ottawa
Cablevision ‘Shalom Ottawa’
show. Thanks to a videotape
provided by parent, Donna
Dolansky. Other films coming
up at Talmud Torah are The
Ten Commandments and The
Twice Promised Land, loaned

to the school by Talmud Torah
parent, Howard Lithwick.

Talmud Torah continues to

hold its Shabbat celebration ev-

ery Thursday. The classes

celebrate Shabbat individually
with challot and juice provided
for each student by the Parent’s

Association. The children enjoy
this weekly event and many ask
eagerly about celebrating Shab-
bat ‘again next week’.

There will be no classes held

February 8, to allow for Profes-

sional Development Day when
Yona Prital will be joining the

teachers to speak on motiva-
tional tools in teaching the

Hebrew language. Mrs. Yona
Prital will return on February
12 to visit the classes and hold
a general assembly for Tu
B’Shvat.
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Aimed for funny bone at sermons

Comedian Jackie Mason began career as rabbi
NEW YORK (JTA) — He

sounds off on social issues,

ponders the pundits and politi-

cians and examines ethnic situ-

ations. In his one-man show on
Broadway here, “The World
According to Me,’’ Jackie
Mason is hilarious.

“It’s a pleasure to see me in

person,” he greets his audience.

“Reviewers thought I was arro-

gant. In spite of that, it’s

unbelievable what a hit I am. I

never expected it. So whatever
happens is okay with me. At
least it shows I’m no failure.”

But Mason himself is not his

only target. Of President Rea-
gan he says: “Here is a man
who loves to gallop away on his

horse and eat jellybeans. The
President says there is no defi-

cit. Everyone says there is. Rea-
gan says, ‘Don’t mix me up.’

Carter, Kennedy, Kissinger

and Nixon get roasted as well.

With a straight face, but a

glint in his eye, Mason says he
knows how to strengthen the

American economy. “It’s time
for a change. What we need is

a Jewish President, to show a

profit on the books,” Mason
advises. “Every year we lose

money. We haven’t had a suc-

cessful season yet. Congress
doesn’t care either. The only

solution is to put them on
commission.”

Computerized memory

Mason has more jokes stored

in his own memory bank than

a multitude of personal com-
puters. His delivery is sardonic

and well paced. His impersona-

tions of Cagney, Hitchcock and
especially Ed Sullivan show a

consummate sense of timing.

Timing was a problem he had
with Sullivan, which erupted

into a much publicized feud

that sidetracked Mason’s career

for decades. Appearing on Sul-

livan’s weekly show in 1964, he

was signalled by the host’s two

fingers to end his routine in two
minutes.

Mason responded by saying

he’d been “getting lots of
fingers tonight.” Pointing in

different directions, he con-
tinued: “Here’s a finger for you
and a finger for the camera.”
Sullivan and others interpreted

that as an obscene gesture and
cancelled Mason’s $45,000 six-

appearance contract.

To this day. Mason professes
innocence. “I never used vul-

garisms in my act. I didn’t then.

I don’t now,” he said. At the
time, he considered suing Sul-
livan, but his lawyer and agent
dissuaded him, because Sul-
livan was “a national
institution.”

Mason now thinks that was
the wrong advice. “I could
have won that case. I was rid-

ing high on the circuits and was
very much in demand before
the incident,” he explained.

“Sullivan created the image of
me as a controversial, unpre-
dictable, semi-obscene charac-

ter. After that, they weren’t

interested in me at the major
networks. It took me 20 years

to overcome that obstacle.”
Eventually Sullivan apolo-

gized, but too late. The damage
had been done.
Working his way back on tel-

evision as a periodic guest on
“The Merv Griffin Show” and
as one of the jokesters on Dean
Martin’s celebrity roasts, he
also did the nightclubs, and
small parts in the films. He
produced and acted in “The
Stoolie” in 1974. It was not a

huge success. Mason refers to

it as “another effort in my
series of efforts to get some-
where.” He recently produced
a second picture, tentatively

called “Stiffs,” but needs
$400,000 to complete it.

The entertainer’s life story

reads like a scenario for a hit

movie. Born in New York’s

f-

ELMWOOD
An Independent Day School

Established 1915

Girls — Grades 1-13

Boys — Grades 1-4

I Small Classes

Enriched French and

Mathematics Programs

t Science Laboratories and

Computer Facilities

I International Baccalaureate

OPEN HOUSE
FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 20TH

9:00 A.M.-11:00 A.M.

1:00 P.M.-3:30 P.M.

261 Buena Vista Road, Ottawa KIM 0V9

(613) 749-6761

Lower East Side, which Mason
refers to as a ghetto within a
ghetto, he grew up with rarely

any heat, hot water or other
personal conveniences. “We
shared two toilets on a floor

with four families,” he
recalled. If your toilet was
occupied you took your life in

your hands if you went to the
other guy’s. And we really

knew what poverty was:
second-hand food, third-hand

meat and hand-me-down
clothes from my brothers. The
pants were either too long or

too short. I either tripped on
them, or wore long socks to

cover the bare parts.”

Mason’s father, grandfather

and great-grandfather were
Orthodox rabbis. So were his

three older brothers. He was
expected to follow in his

family’s footsteps, and at 25, he
led a small congregation in

Latrobe, Pa., then another in

Weldon, N.C. On the pulpit he

realized he could be funny.

Non-Jews attracted

“Any rabbi I ever heard

always tempered his sermon
with a bit of levity. So I felt the

best way to deliver my sermons,

was to aim for the funny
bone,” he said. Mason brought

such mirth to his congregation

that soon he attracted even

non-Jews to services.

“I kept trying out jokes at

Bar Mitzvahs, weddings and
anniversaries. More and more
the people told me, ‘Rabbi,

with your humour, you ought

to be a comedian,”’ he said.

But how to tell his dis-

ciplinarian father that he was
leaving the rabbinate?

For a while, Mason treated

comedy as a sideline. He took

to the Borscht Belt for $50 a

show. Soon, the hotels asked

for him on special weekends.

He played the Catskills, Saltz’s

at Mt. Freedom, N.J., the

hotels in the Oranges and the

Poconos as well as Las Vegas
and Atlantic City.

While the show, “The World
According To Me” may seem
too ethnic at times, essentially

Mason pokes fun at the foibles

and fancies, the fears and frus-

trations which could befall

anyone.
“People are people,” Mason

explained. “When I make fun

of people, I’m talking with love

in my heart. And when I poke

fun at the Jews, the audience

knows it’s all good-natured.

They recognize the truth in

what I’m saying, and they

bounce it off with laughter.

Traditionally, Jews in the face

of adversity have always sought

humour.”
At show’s end, Mason sits

down on the steps leading to the

stage and tells the audience how
much it means to him “to be a

star on Broadway.”
With an impish grin, he

explains: “I have to be a hit.

With all the money that’s

invested in this show, it’s got to

be a success."

He thanks the audience. “I

couldn’t have done it without

you,” he beams. “After all,

you paid to come and see me,

and that’s good money. But

you wouldn’t expect me to pay
— to see you!”

JEWISH ORGANIZATION SEEKS
MEMBERSHIP FIELDWORKER

National Women's volunteer organization seeks dy-
namic innovative person who will work in conjunction
with our National Membership Committee to conceive
and organize programs to attract new members.

Ii you are a resourceful social work graduate who can
relate well to people at all age and interest levels;

If you would like to use your talents in a challenging
part-time position (20-25 hours per month);

If your time is limited yet flexible, this position would
permit you to make the initial contacts from your home,
by telephone.

Applications will be treated in strictest confidence.

Please send curriculum vitae to:

Box 18. Ottawa lewish Bulletin.

151 Chapel St., Ottawa. Ontario KIN 7Y2

WE WILL BE CALLING YOU
FOR THE

JEWISH NATIONAL FUND ANNUALTU BISHVAT

PLANT-A-TREE TELETHON
ON SUNDAY

FEBRUARY 15, 1987 BETWEEN 10:00 A.M. AND 8:00 P.M.

PLEASE RESPOND GENEROUSLY WHEN WE CALL
AND BULLD ISRAEL’S TOMORROW" ... TODAY

PS: If we miss you, kindly call us at 230-9047 or return the order form en-

closed in this issue of the Bulletin.
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Advertising and Aging:

The Twain Have Met
By Marlene E. Cherun, M.S.W., C.S.W.

Senior Social Worker

In an imaginative and fascinating manner, Baycrest

Centre in Toronto recently attempted to make the most

influential industry in Canada aware of the difficulties

involved for the senior consumer. Concerned that the ad

and marketing industry is insensitive to seniors, the Mar-

keting and Community Relations Department at Baycrest

organized a two day workshop entitled “The Top of the

Market’’. The purpose of the workshop was to awaken
marketers to the stereotypic image of the elderly which

they constantly reinforce.

Although more emphasis has been made in recent years

to view the aging process in a more positive light, it has

not succeeded in changing the stereotype as we view it

in advertising and television. The ad industry was

challenged during the workshop to recognize the power

and beauty of aging and to portray seniors with dignity.

Speakers further challenged advertisers to not only

design products for this ever-increasing market but to

make those products easily available to them. As vision,

hearing and mobility to become impaired in the natural

aging process, the world becomes an obstacle course for

older people. In order to sensitize the workshop par-

ticipants to these difficulties, Baycrest personnel outfit-

ted them with goggles, ear plugs and leg and wrist weights

to limit mobility. Thus equipped they were sent on a “sen-

sory shopping spree” designed by Baycrest’s Department

of Psychiatry. Within an hour, the participants felt over-

whelmed by the magnitude of things that happened to

them when they could not see, hear or move with nor-

mal ease. They even experienced mild depression and
became nervous, frustrated and fearful during the shop-

ping spree exercise and some participants described feel-

ings of vulnerability and confusion. Some withdrew

because it required too great an effort to deal with what
was going on around them.

Certainly this exercise was a dramatic learning

experience for all who participated. It is natural to take

our health and mobility for granted when we have them
and to dismiss the feelings of those who have lost them
through normal aging. The effort which Baycrest has

made to open the eyes of the advertising world — and
thereby the eyes of all of us — is truly laudable.

Dates to Remember
Tuesday, February 10: Speaker: Dr. Balon, Topic:
National Self Help, 50+ Drop-In Centre, JCC, 1:30 p.m.
Wednesday, February 11: Bridge, 50+ Drop-In Centre,
JCC, 12:00 noon.
Wednesday, February 11: Chess, 50+ Drop-In Centre,
JCC, 7:00 p.m.
Monday, February 16: Golden Age Club, Birthday
Luncheon, Social Hall, JCC, 12:30 p.m.
Tuesday, February 17: Speaker: Dan Mozersky, Topic:
Book Review, 50+ Drop-In Centre, JCC, 1:30 p.m.
Wednesday, February 18: Bridge, 50+ Drop-In Centre,
J.C.C., 12:00 noon.
Wednesday, February 18: Chess, 50+ Drop-In Centre,
JCC, 7:00 p.m.
Thursday, February 19: Adults for Lively Leisure Lunch-
eon, (ALL), Speaker liana Fine, Topic: Poland after the
War, Agudath Israel Synagogue, 1400 Coldrey, 12:30
p.m.

TEST DRIVE AN AUDI TODAY.

MARK MOTORS
OF OTTAWA LIMITED

AUTHORIZED PORSCHE AUDI DEALER
611 MONTREAL ROAD
OTTAWA, ONTARIO. 749-6557

Jewish vegetarianism: more than

deciding what to eat for lunch
By Ben Gallob

(JTA) Being a Jewish
vegetarian means more than

deciding what to eat for lunch,

according to a report on the

recent Second International

Jewish Vegetarian Convention
at the Jewish Vegetarian Hotel

in Woodridge, N.Y.
Roberta Kalechofsky writes

in Genesis 2 that the 150 con-

ventioneers from all 50 Ameri-

can states, Canada and Britain

for three days discussed gastro-

nomical, ethical and political

issues at the Catskills hotel,

which has been catering to

vegetarians since 1920.

The International Jewish
Vegetation Society, headquar-
tered in London, was started 21

years ago by Phillip Pick. It has

grown steadily and there are

now vegetarian chapters in Jew-
ish communities “from Austra-

lia, to Scotland, to South
Africa” as well as in the United

States and Canada.
Pick was described as a third

generation Jewish vegetarian

who looks 20 years younger
than his 76 years, and who
“gardens in his bare feet, has

kept hens, goats, donkeys and
other animals in his yard and
unflinchingly puts honey on all

10 fingers so bees and wasps
can come to feast from his

hand.”
Members of the society, who

are vegetarians “whether for

health, ethical reasons, or

both,” represented contem-
porary Jewry in its various

expressions, whether secular or

religious, according to the

report. Kalechofsky cited the

comment of New Jersey
Reform Rabbi Herbert Weiner
that the Jew ought to consider

the table “an altar” and that it

would “be difficult to overes-

timate the role “gastronimic’

Judaism plays in traditional

Jewish life.”

The religious delegates were
reported to be “bound by their

devotion to vegetarianism as

the proper expression of
kashrut taken to its logical

extension.” But there were
problems for them to ponder,
“not least the definition of
vegetarianism itself.”

Pick’s definition flatly ruled

out eating of flesh, fish and

fowl, but less rigorous guide-

lines were offered by other

delegates. The complexities of

an apparently clear-cut practice

were illustrated by such ques-

tions as whether strict vegetar-

ians should use leather

phylacteries or animal parch-

ment in their mezuzahs, the

ram’s horn and the streimel, the

fur-trimmed hat worn by
Hasidic men?

Participants agreed that, in a

number of situations, new
Halacha or re-thinking of old

Halacha, was necessary. Jona-
than Wolf, who leads a weekly

vegetarian Sabbath celebration

in his New York City apart-

ment, suggested that, in most
cases which required animal
products, the products could be

obtained from animals which
die naturally.

The conclave heard talks on
animal welfare from represen-

tatives of Concern for Helping
Animals in Israel and Jews for

Animal Rights. Another discus-

sion examined whether Judaism
should be “an outspoken oppo-
nent of such practices as factory

farming and vivisection.”

The participants also debated
whether Halacha mandates the

eating of meat, and whether
there was a need for creation of

vegetarian havura groups. A
proposal was considered on
whether the society should cre-

ate hotlines for would-be
vegetarians who might need
help in overcoming the habits

of a lifetime and pressures from
family and friends.

Rabbi Noach Valley, society

president, presented a plaque in

absentia to a long-time vegetar-

ian, author Isaac Bashevis
Singer, who was unable to

attend.

The report suggested that

“perhaps the spirit of the con-
ference was most succinctly

expressed by the slogan dis-

played on the exhibit table of
recipe collections, literature on
nutrition and health and books
for children to evoke sympathy
for animals, birds and fish.

AKIVA HIGH SCHOOL
presents

Dr. Richard Bulliet
•Professor Middle Eastern History and
Director Middle East Institute, Columbia
University

•Renowed speaker, author
•Host T.V. Ontario ‘Middle East’ series

speaking on

‘The Religious and Political

Situation in the Middle East’

Wednesday, February 11 at 6:30 p.m.
881 Broadview Ave.

Cost: $2.00 per person Refreshments

Directors: Joseph L. Kronick, M.S.W., A.C.S.W., Adam Kronick, M.B.A.

WATER SPORTS LAND SPORTS CREATIVE ARTS
Swimming & Diving Tennis Arts & Crafts

Water Skiing Horseback Riding Ceramics & Pottery
Canoeing & Kayaking Baseball Theatre
Sailing & Sailboarding Soccer Photography

Archery Waodshop
Basketball Copper Enamelling
Volleyball Dance
Gymnastics

AND . . . Oneg Shabbat, Campfires, Singsongs, Special Programs
AND . . . Excursion Bus TVips to Ottawa, Niagara Falls, and more!

CAMPING
Canoe TVips & Pioneering

Biking & Rock Climbing

FOR INFORMATION AND APPOINTMENT CALL
Nessa Shapiro

725-2522 in Ottawa
(Call evenings & weekends)

OR CONTACT CAMPWHITE PINE
8 ROLLSCOURT DR, WILLOWDALE. ONTARIO

CANADA M2L 1X5 (416) 447-4125
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Author Weisel reflects on state of world Jewry
NEW YORK, (JTA) — Elie

Wiesel delivered his State of
World Jewry address to a
packed house at the 92nd Street
Y in Manhattan recently and
expressed his concern about the
disunity within Jewish ranks.

“I am disturbed by the inner
process of polarization,” he
reflected, “...by the rancor and
hatred... the turning of politics

into religion or religion into po-
litics.” He observed that “Even
Hillel and Shammai sat down at

the same table together... and
let their children intermar-
ry...We need to know that we
are brother and sister...Some-
how, this isn’t so. Have we for-

gotten our tradition of
tolerance?”

In this vein, he struck a chill-

ing chord by linking the issue of
the failure of Allied leaders to

save Jews during the
Holocaust... a word which he
coined but which he said he
doesn’t like anymore — and the
problem of disunity among
Jews.

“So little was done to help
Jews during the war," he said,

“because there was so little uni-

ty among the Jews them-
selves.”

His address, which also dealt

with Israeli-diaspora relations,

Soviet Jewry and international
terrorism, was delivered with
his usual fervor but was also

punctuated with levity and wit.

During the question period,
Wiesel was asked for his defi-

nition of “Who is a Jew.” His
response was: “To me, a Jew
who links his destiny to the des-

tiny of his people is a Jew. 1

don’t need to go further.” But
he also observed that “I cannot
imagine a Jewish people
without a religious com-
mitment.”

Israel and the Diaspora

The world-famed author and
lecturer and winner of the 1986

Nobel Peace Prize addressed
himself at length to the relation-

ship between Israel and di-

aspora Jewry and the resistance

of Israelis to accept as fact Jews
who don't wish to live in Israel.

This rift, he said, puts diaspora
Jewry “on the defensive.”

“The diaspora poses
problems,” Wiesel reflected.

As a child growing up in the

Carpathian mountains, “Had
anyone told me there would be
a Jewish State, 1 would not
have believed it. But had any-
one told me there would be a

Jewish State and I wouldn’t live

there, I’d believe it even less.”

The dual pull in the Jewish
psyche is troubling, he agreed.

“We have to constantly con-
front this. And there is no an-

swer. I admit it,” he said. “The
Israelis resent us...What does it

really mean that someone
should be measured by where
he lives?”

"Sure,” he said, “the di-

aspora is unnatural to Israel,”

but, he asked, “What do we do
with the self-imposed obliga-

tion to help Israel?”

Matters in Israel, he said, are

as important to Jews in the di-

For out of town guests
or for a weekend get-away...

THE WEEKEND SPECIAL

*69 :
* Children under 18 years stay

free in parents' room.

Fou i Seasons Hotel
OTTAWA

150 Albert St. 238-1500

aspora as events happening on
the next street. But as residents

of the diaspora, “Do we have
the right or duty to take a posi-

tion on Israel’s policies?”

Wiesel spoke also about
Soviet Jews, who are united in

the Soviet Union against a com-
mon oppression, “united with
a solidarity that is inspiring.”
He expressed cautious opti-

mism about the situation of
Soviet Jews, but did not refrain

from criticizing the Soviet
regime.

"True,” he said, "the Krem-
lin has harshened its position,
but some refuseniks have been
freed.”

Soviet Jews now know, he
said, that “they are not aban-
doned...They are not in danger
of disappearing,” he said. We
know “how to touch them, to
reach them.”
He was optimistic about

several aspects of the plight of
Soviet Jewry, including the fact

that there are now reportedly

only a dozen Prisoners of Zion,

and that the anti-Zionist
propaganda machine has lost

much of its clout.

“If it’s not heartwarming,”
he said, “at least it’s not so

terrible.”

He spoke less of the
Holocaust than expected, not-

ing, however, that “the subject

that was once taboo for so

many years” is now a focal

point. He mentioned, “the new
wave” in Germany “not to

deny the tragedy but to normal-
ize it — the philosophy of

(Chancellor Helmut) Kohl and
the new historians."

War And Terrorism

Wiesel warned against the

evils of war for the world and
especially for Jews, because
“Whenever there is conflict be-

tween two nations, the Jews are

their first victims.”

In an era of terrorism, he
said, Jews are singled out as

hostages just because they are

Jews. Citing the killings of Jews
in Lebanon in the past year
only because they happened to

be Jewish, Wiesel read out the

names of eight Jews murdered.

“They should be remem-
bered,” he said.

Wiesel’s concern for issues of
justice beyond the Jewish gar-

nered him with an award when
he was presented with the Free-

dom Award of the Internation-

al Rescue Committee (IRC) by
IRC international vice president

actress Liv Ullmann, “for his

lifelong commitment to refugee
assistance.”

The IRC provides emergen-
cy medical health, education
and relocation assistance to

refugees in Pakistan, the
Sudan, Thailand, Hong Kong,
Central America and Europe.

Sydney Bernard
presents

Mirror

Design
•Mirror and glass works of all kinds

•Custom-made mirror and glass furniture

(coffee tables, end tables, pedestals, etc.)

•Wall, bathroom and hall mirrors

Free in-home appointments
— day or night

Mirror

Design

Competitive rates

729-2974

“SUSTAIN THE DREAM...
STRENGTHEN THE REALITY”

You can become a registered member of the

Canadian Zionist Federation
by affiliating with one of the following constituent organizations:

•Achdut Ha'avoda Poale Zion 'Friends of Pioneering Israel 'Labor Zionist Movement of Canada

'Canadian Hadauab-WlZO 'Herat Hatzohar Movement of Canada 'Mizrachi of Canada

•Canadian Sephardi Federation 'Herat Women of Canada 'ffamat Pioneer Women
•Confederation of United Zionisti 'Kadima Council of Reform Zionists 'Zionist Organization of Canada

•Emnnah Women of Canada 'Labor Zionist Alliance of Canada

or by identifying directly with

The Canadian Zionist Federation
la F^oenATiorg sjoniste camaoienme -mipzi rvirsin rvsman

"To sustain the dream...strengthen the reality" of a strong Jewish

homeland and a united and determined Jewish people.

y
THE JERUSALEM PROGRAM v

The aims of Zionism are:

•The UNITY of the Jewish People and the CENTRALITY of

ISRAEL in Jewish life;

•The INGATHERING of the Jewish People in Hs historic homeland

ERETZ YISRAEL through ALIYAH from all countries;

•The STRENGTHENING of the State of Israel which is based on

the prophetic vision of justice and peace;

•The PRESERVATION of the identity of the Jewish People through

the fostering of Jewish and Hebrew education and of Jewish

spiritual and cultural values;

^The PROTECTION of Jewish rights everywhere. ^
V/e urge you to help us In continuing this noble work, as vital

and as important today as it ulas more than three decades ago.

STAND UP AND BE COUNTED AS A MEMBER OF THE ZIONIST MOVEMENT

Mail to:
I enclose an Annual Membership Fee of $5.00 per person.

I am over 18 years of age and I adhere to the Jerusalem Program.

MEMBERSHIP CAMPAIGN
Canadian Zionist Federation

EASTERN REGION
1310 Greene Ave.

Montreal, Que.

H3Z 2B2

Full Name Phone
(please print)

Address
(street) (city, province) (postal code)

Signature Date

All CZF Members receive a subscription to the Canadian Zionist
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Conference for women planned

Test your economic

literacy at the JCC

We celebrate wedding anniversaries together, as we did with Mr.
& Mrs. Jake Baker.

We celebrate birthdays together, here with Brenda Saslove, (left

rear), President of National Council of Jewish Women.

Old friends and new acquaintances from Montreal's “Good Luck
Club" visit us.

We share good times as we explore the countryside on our many
trips.

The Golden Age Club:
Personal Reflections

An astonishing number of

women know very little about

their finances. Consequently,

when a tragedy occurs, there is

a tremendous amount of chaos

at a time when added stress

should be avoided.

There are countless horror

stories about women desperate-

ly trying to put their Finances in

order while attempting to cope

with the death of their spouse,

a sudden illness, or a martial

breakdown.

Test your own “Economic
Literacy” by trying to answer

the following questions:

1 . How do you get emergency
cash?

2. Does your medical insurance

cover a long-term illness?

(Where are the policies kept?)

3. Could you qualify for a

loan?
4. Who has access to the safe-

deposit box?
(Where are the keys)

5. Do you and/or your partner

have a will? (What’s in it/them

and where are the copies kept?)

If you had difficulty with

some of these questions, you
are not alone. Of the women in-

formally polled, levels of “eco-
nomic literacy” ranged from
not knowing how to write a

cheque to being the one in

charge of all aspects of the fa-

mily’s finances.

The National Council of
Jewish Women and the Jewish

Community Centre, under the

chairmanship of Carol Kassie,

are planning a one-day confer-

ence for women on “economic
literacy,” which will take place

sometime in May. It would be

helpful to the organizers to be

able to identify the specific

areas women in this communi-
ty are most concerned about. In

order to do this, they need your
help.

Please examine the following

list of topics, choose your top

six priorities, and call the JCC
at 232-7306 to record your

choices:

•Budgeting •Securities

•Estate Planning •Benefits

•Mortgages •Banking
•Pensions

•The Family Law Act
•Grants

•Planning & Priorities

•Taxes ‘Credit
•Insurance ‘Other (Specify)

The objective of this confer-

ence is to promote an interest in

finances among women and to

heighten their awareness of the

importance of “economic
literacy”.

Many women have been
taught that finances are boring
and that girls are lacking in

mathematical skills. These
myths have had considerable

impact on women’s attitudes.

If you have any ideas to con-
tribute or would like more in-

formation on this conference
call Paula Speevak-Sladowsk!
at 232-7306.

'THEGOLDEN
AGE CLUB

All programs take place on

Mondays in the Assembly Hall

of the Jewish Community
Centre at 151 Chapel Street.

UPCOMING EVENTS:

Monday, February 9

Meeting 1:00

Speaker: Ruth Kahane
President, Adath Shalom
Topic: “An Egalitarian

Minyan”
•

Monday, February 16

Birthday luncheon 12:30

Entertainment by

University of Ottawa

Music students

Monday, February 23

Meeting 1:00

Speaker: Rabbi Arnold
Fine

Topic: “How Jewish

is Jewish”

NEW MEMBERS ARE
ALWAYS WELCOME. FOR
MORE INFORMATION,
CALL Paula Speevak-

Sladowski at 232-7306.

A JOINT PROGRAM OF
THE J.C.C. AND THE

^
J.S.S.A.

,

The Fifty-Plus

Drop-In-Centre

Every Tuesday at the Jewish

Community Centre, 151 Chapel

St. at- 1:30 p.m.

Upcoming Programs
•

Tuesday, February 10

Speaker: Marilyn Kanee
Topic: “A Jewish View

of Racism”

Tuesday, February 17

Speaker: Dan Mozersky
Topic: A Book Review

Tuesday, February 24

Speaker: Nancy Parker

Topic: “How would you
like to be able to move with

more grace, ease and power?”

Also... I

Bridge Club, every Wednesday
at 1:00 p.m.

Chess Club, every Wednesday
at 7:00 p.m.

For information, call Paula at

232-7306.

ADULTS FOR
LIVELY LEISURE

A Luncheon Lecture

Program

Held on alternate

Thursdays at 12:30 p.m.

at the Agudath Israel

Synagogue, 1400 Coldrey

Avenue

NEXT PROGRAM
Thursday, February 19th

Speaker: Mrs. Agnes Moore

Topic: Polish Jewry

Everyone is Welcome
For more information call

Paula Speevak-Sladowski

at 232-7306

A joint program of the

J.C.C. and the J.S.S.A.

By Betty Rosenberg
It seems a while since I’ve

written, because I felt maybe
people would begin to think,
well, there’s really nothing new.
But very early this morning, (I

don’t sleep too many hours) it

suddenly came to me, this is

what we are all about at the
Golden Age Club. Over thirty

years of coming together!
Casual friends and family ac-

quaintances have become
lifelong, close friends — made
so, because of times shared
Mondays at the Golden Age
Club which has always been
there for them.

I see in all this sameness a
feeling of security, which noth-
ing else can bring. The outside
world ceases for a few short
hours, as we talk with now-
familiar faces, of long ago
times. We remember our
youths fraught with struggles,
which by now, have achieved
almost a patina of glamour all

their own. We reminisce about

the kinder yoren, of orchards,
and play time and love. The
world outside, full of madness
and hate and war, fades away,
as we are enveloped in the
familiar sounds of voices which
have become so dear to us now.

That’s what it’s all about,
Mondays from noon to 3:00.

Our Club is getting together!
Old faces more often now, new
faces, as we stay around a little

longer for a speaker, a lunch,
a little music. There it is. The
program gets shifted around a
little, a change here and there
to make it seem different but
not too different. What has
been achieved in the Golden
Age Club, in the three decades
of its existence is that feeling of
security which only sameness
can bring. It’s like that beloved
blanket which the child will not
go to bed without. At the
G.A.C. you are wrapped in
warmth and familiarity and
caring, and it will all be the
same — next time.

t THE MAMME f
„ LOSHENCHEVRA

AKIVA HIGH SCHOOL
proudly present an evening with

DORA WASSERMAN
|NT3-1J_TDIHII MlNT

Director of the Yiddish Theatre of the
Saydie Bronfman Centre of Montreal

in a musical presentation

"A Review of the

Yiddish Theatre"
with Yossie Miller accompanying on piano

Wednesday, February 18
7:30 p.m.

881 Broadview
You don t have to be Yiddish-speaking to enjoy this

very special evening.

Admission: $5.00. Refreshments will be served.
For more information, please call Paula Speevak-
Sladowsky at 232-7306.
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The Israella Singers

Israella Singers will

perform in Rochester
The Israella Singers will be

travelling to Rochester, New
York, to perform at a com-
bined luncheon of five Syna-
gogue Sisterhoods, at the end
of March.

This special out-of-town
booking comes almost exactly
ten years after the group’s first

public appearance in Ottawa.
This concert was held at the
J.C.C. together with the
Chalav U'Dvash Band, also

organized by Ella Harris, their

founder.

The Israella Singers are a
group of sixteen talented
women brought together by
their love for singing. In

celebration of their 10th
Anniversary, they will be host-

ing Cafe Sabra, a gala evening
of “song, dance and delica-

cies”, to which the entire com-
munity is invited. The Master
of Ceremony will be Mark
Max.
As well as a performance by

the Israella Singers, themselves,
the evening will feature the
Chassidic Chamber Group,
Ehud Menipaz, and other
talented local musicians. There
will be singing, dancing, special

treats and much more.
Cafe Sabra will be held on

Saturday, March 7, 1987 at

8:30 p.m. at the Jewish Com-
munity Centre, 151 Chapel
Street. For more information,
please call Paula or Yona at

232-7306.

CAFE SABRA
An evening ol song, dance and delicacies in an authentic

Israeli cal6 setting in celebration of

The Israella Singers 10th Anniversary
Featuring Live Entertainment by

•The Israella Singers

•The Chassidic Chamber Group
•Ehud Menipaz and other talented local musicians.

•Special slide presentation and sing-along

•Israeli dancing

•Mark Max, Master ol Ceremonies

Saturday, March 7

8:30 p.m.
at the Jewish Community Centre,

151 Chapel St.

Admission S10.00 S6.00 students & seniors

Tickets are now on sale at the

Jewish Community Centre.

151 Chapel St. and

Hillel Academy. 881 Broadview

Sponsored by the Israella Singers,

The Jewish Community Centre and the

Israel Program Centre.

For more Information call 232-7306.

r
The Jewish Community
Centre 6 Beth Shalom

West
jointly present

OPTIONS AND
ISSUES

A Five-Part Lecture

Series

To be held at Beth Shalom

West, I 5 Chartweil

Sunday. March I

7:30 p.m.
Speaker: Ellen Kachuck-

Rosenbluth

Topic: The Deschenes

Commission Report

Sunday, March 29

8:00 p.m.
Topic: Options in Jewish

Education

Sunday, April 26

8:00 p.m.
Speaker: Professor Jack N

Lightstone

Topic: Consensus and Division in

North American Jewry: A
Prognosis for the Future

Sunday, May 17

8:00 p.m.
Topic: Options in Financial

Planning

Presented by: Glen Lucas

President ol Independent

Financial Planning Ltd.

(A slide presentation 5 lecture)

Monday, June 8

8:00 p.m.

Speaker: Dr. Sol Gordon

Topic: Teen Depression 6 Suicide

"Recognizing the Early Signs"

IMPORTANT

NOTICE
Change of Location

Recreational

Israeli Dancing

held every Tuesday

8:00 p.m.
will be moving to

The Jewish

Community

Campus
881 Broadview

as of Tuesday,

February 10, 1987
Everyone is welcome

For more information, call

Marla Blacher at 725-0400 or

the J.C.C Program Office 232-7306

Ottawa Jewish Singles

Video-Discussion Evening
Film: Romancing the Stone
Speaker: Dr. Susan S. Smith,
Psychiatrist/Sexologist

Sunday, February 15, 7:00 p.m.
2824C Sandalwood Drive
Romance is the topic of the evening. We’ll be present-

ing the hit comedy romance Romancing the Stone, star-
ring Michael Douglas and Katharine Turner. Then we’ll
be discussing the nature of romance and the role it plays
in furthering male/female relationships. The evening’s
speaker is Dr. Susan Smith; she is a psychiatrist at The
Ottawa General, teaches a course on sexuality at the
University of Ottawa and has a private practice as a sex
counsellor. Her topic is: The Erotic Role ofRomance in
Developing Relationships. This is certain to be a fascinat-
ing evening.

For more information call host Dr. Benchitrit at
233-4105.

The Big Dance: “The Cabinet Shuffle’’

Saturday, February 21, 8:30 p.m.
Parliament Buildings, Centre Block,

Railway Committee Room
Join the movers and shakers in the corridors of power.

Our next dance will take place in the most exclusive
gathering spot in town — the Parliament. The “elect"
will be mixing it up in the elegant Railway Committee
Room, Room 253D, Centre Block of the Parliament
Buildings. (Our OJS committee and parliament staff will

greet you as you enter the front doors and point you in

the right direction.) Join the V. I. P.’s for this Very Spe-
cial Evening. Admission is $6.00 for OJS members and
$8.00 for non-members, refreshments included. Don’t
miss it. Who knows who will drop by?!!

Beal the Tax Crunch Brunch
Speaker: Chuck Rotenberg, Tax Lawyer
Topic: Tax and Financial Planning for Singles

Sunday, February 22, 10:30 a.m.
Jewish Community Centre, 151 Chapel Street

In our uncertain world there is' one great verity: The
Taxman Cometh Every Year. Find out how to arm your-
self against him from one of Canada's most knowledge-
able tax lawyers. Chuck Rotenberg.
Mr. Rotenberg specializes in corporate tax and estate

planning. He has taught courses on Income Tax at Carle-
ton University and Tax Law at the University of Ottawa
Law School, and is a much sought-after tax advisor.

Join us for breakfast, make yourself more tax-wise,
and spend a pleasant morning meeting and making
friends. You can’t lose. Admission is $3.00 for OJS mem-
bers and $5.00 for non-members. Everyone is welcome.

Bowling

351 Preston

Sundays, February 8 and 22, 7:00 p.m.

Cocktail Get Togethers

Every Wednesday, 9:00 p.m.

February 11 and 25: Hartwell’s

February 18: The Lounge, Westin Hotel

Ottawa Jewish Singles invite you

"The Cabinet Shuffle"
a dance for the elect

Saturday, Feb. 21,
8:30 p.m.

The Parliament Buildings Centre Block

Railway Committee Room (Room 2 5 3D)

Join the V. I. P.'s at the most exclusive spot in town

•Magnificent Setting •Fabulous Music

•Liberal Refreshments #Conservative Cash Bar

Admission: $6.00 for OJS members.

$8.00 for non-members
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The Teen Scene

Grade 8 kids connect
with Teen Connection

By Lysa Springer

Youth Services Director

By now many of you have
heard about our new and excit-

ing program called “Teen Con-
nection”. If we seem
enthusiastic about this group
it’s only because we know what
it has to offer. ..and exciting it

is!

Here is a brief outline of
what the group will be doing.

The Grade 8 group under the

supervision of qualified staff

will cover programs in the B’nai

B’rith fold: Judaism, commu-
nity service, social action, ath-

letics, recreation, social events

and creative activities. As part

of B.B.Y.O., Teen Connection
will prepare Grade 8 students

for a wonderful future with the

world’s largest Jewish Youth
Organization. They will learn

leadership skills such as pro-

gram planning, communication
skills such as public speaking,

parliamentary procedures and a

whole lot more. In April they
will begin their induction into

B.B.Y.O. chapters and by May

will be full fledged members.
At the end of May they can at-

tend our terrific Spring Con-
vention in Toronto.

The membership fee for Teen
Connection is $25,00, which, if

paid by March 29, will allow
your membership to continue
till June 1988!

Teen Connection is spon-
sored by the Jewish Communi-
ty Centre and the B’nai Brith

Youth Organization. We are

going all out to provide these

youth with an excellent pro-

gram designed especially for

their needs.

If you haven’t received infor-

mation in the mail about Teen
Connection and you are in

Grade 8, it probably means you
are not on our mailing list.

DON’T MISS OUT on this

program. ..call the J.C.C. at

232-7306 and ask for Lysa.
We hope to see you at our

opening program February 21,
7:00 p.m. at 881 Broadview.
Bring a friend and connect with
“TEEN CONNECTION”.

Skating on
the Canal

Ages 10-13

February 14
7:00-9:00 p.m.
Drop off and pick up at

the Ritz Restaurant,

5th Avenue and the

Driveway

•

Enjoy the spirit of
Winterlude with your

friends!

•

For more information call

Lysa/Leala at 232*7306

Are you on our list for Teen Connection?
BIRTHYEAR 1973

David Applebaum Sara Weinstein Maya Rodal
Alan Azuelos Alissa Goldstein Karine Sebag
Jonathan Beltzner Samantha Lomow Jordannah Shuster
Daniel Ben-Reuven Elissa Bonder Stacey Swedko
Jonah Bonn Sarah Citron Leslie Swimmer
Damon Bright Deborah Hershorn Deanna Telner
Jeremy Cammy Sammy Lieff Molly Tepper
Jeffrey Cherun Lisa Vexler
Jason Dain Liza Cooperman Gilad Helman
Jeremy Garman Michal Cracower Rebecca Peebles
Jeremy Gershberg Natalie Eichler Lisa Baylin
Eric Glube Liane Eisenstat Daphna Jalon

Alieza Fine
Benjamin Isserlin Eileen Glenns
Paul Lewis Kadar Laurie Geldman
Jeffrey Kulik Leslie Goldstein
Mordecai Levinson Jill Gould
David Lyman Megan Hersh
Jacob Melzer Lesley Horlick
Richard Pearl Julie Keller
Daniel Rabinovitch Lisa Kimmel
Michael Shapiro Esther Lederman
Brett Schaenfeld Tracey Lehrer
Jason Stevens Cindy Lithwick
Jennifer Aronson Shomron Livny
Sheri Borts

Helen Braiter Sharon Miller
Stacey Caroll

Jessica Cohen Mara Riff

If you are not on this list, get connected. Call Lysa at 232-7306.

3^

A soccer team trom Red-
bridge (London, England) will

be in Ottawa August 14-17,
1987. Boys aged 13-15 who
would be interested in playing

exhibition games against this

team are invited to call the
J.C.C. Phys. Ed. department at

232-7306 ext. 47 (or 67 evgs.)
Soccer experience is a must!

Israel Information Evening
on B.B.Y.O. Summers In Israel

B.B.Y.O. ...CAN-AM.. .B.B.Y.O....

ISRAEL SUMMER INSTITUTE
for Parents and Teens

February 19, 7:00 p.m.
151 Chapel Street

•Slide Show -Pictures
•Personal experiences of teens who have
attended B.B.Y.O. Summers In Israel.

J.C.C. WOMENS SOFTBALL
LEAGUE 1987

The league is being revamped for the 1987 season. Play-
ers who have an interest in participating in the program
are asked to call the J.C.C. ’s Phys. Ed. department at

232-7306, ext. 47 (days) or 67 (evgs.) Registration will be
held Wednesday, April 22, 7:30 p.m. at 881 Broadview.
Please note the following guidelines:

1) Wednesday, April 22 is the ONLY TIME par-
ticipants can officially register. Fees are due on
that date. Only those whose fees have been paid
will be considered for a team.

2) The league needs at least four teams with a MINI-
MUM of twelve players on each. If enough players

are not registered by April 22, the league will be
cancelled and all registration fees returned.

3) Late registration will be accepted only on a “space
available” basis, and will incur a $10.00 fee over
and above the regular registration fee.

4) Teams can expect to play one game per week over
a twelve week schedule beginning the third week in

May and ending in mid-August.
5) All games will be played at the Broadview

diamond.

Please Note: Teams will be developed for entry into City
Leagues irrespective of the outcome of the J.C.C.
League.

Caps win

again!
The J.C.C.-Ottawa Capitals

jumped out to a 26-12 halftime

lead and went on to coast past

the Gloucester Wolverines
47-26, en route to their second
straight victory.

Captain Yosi Even-Hen
paced the winners with an 18

point performance, while fel-

low guard Danny Small
pumped in nine points of his

own. Other scorers were Jay
Shore with eight, Shmuel Bul-
ka with six, Chaim Tropper
with four and David Stolzman
with two points. The game also

featured outstanding defense by
David Spiegel.

The Capitals next game will

be on January 26 against Mai-
monides Day School, followed
a week later with a clash against

Glashen Public School. All
games start at 7:15 p.m. and
spectators are welcome.

RHYTHMIC

„
FITNESS

with

DOREEN KEIR
Oates:

Session 5 — February 9-

March 12, 1987

Session 6 — March 16-

April 9. 1987

April 20-24, 1987

Session 7 — April 27-

May 28, 1987

Time:
9:30-10:15 a m., Monday

to Thursday

Place:

Agudath Israel Synagogue,

1400 Coldrey (Youth Lounge)

Cost:

M-Free; NM-S37. 00/Session,

$1 70/yr.

Registration:

At first class. Make cheques

payable to the Jewish

Community Centre

For more information, call the

J.C.C. at 232-7306, ext. 58 ,

THAT'S RIGHT. ..Lake Ontario Region ILOR) will
be sponsoring our very own ISRAEL TRIP!! You can
have the excitement of a BBYO ISRAEL SUMMER IN-
STITUTE — one of the top rated Israel Programs —
and leave from Canada, with all of your BBYO
friends! This trip will be tailor-made to your prefer-
ences, and will be considerably less $$$ than those
that leave from N. Y. HI So, if you're interested in learn-
ing more land you certainly should be!) just fill in the
nifty cut-out form below, but do it now, 'cause...

there is nothing like

a bbyo summer

- I'D LIKE MORE
INFO ON THE LOR
SPONSORED CAN-AM
ISRAEL TRIP
1 987 !ll!l|fl!;mi||||||||||||||!

- THIS IS WHAT I'D

LIKE TO SEE INCLUDED...TELEPHONE

DATE OF BIRTH_

CHAPTER

MAIL TO: LOR ISRAEL TRIP
15 HOVE STREET.
DOWNSVIEW. ONT.
CANADA M3H 4Y8
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Sports Spotlight on...

Michael Blank
Michael is 13-years-old and is

a Grade 8 student at Fielding
Drive Public School. For the
past two years, he has been
burning up the track at Ottawa
Board of Education (O.B.E.)
Track and Field meets under
the coaching of his dad, Arthur
and continual support of mom,
Estelle. His list of accomplish-
ments already reads like the
C.V. of a world-class athlete.

He placed first in the 1984
and 1985 O.B.E. Track Meets
in the 80 and 200 m events. His
winning times in 1984 set new
records for both events. His
winning times in 1985 broke
both records. He also entered
the Kinsman-Harrier Meet in

1985, winning the 100 and 200
m races. In 1986, he repeated
his winning performance at the

O.B.E. Meet, this time winning
the 100 and 200 metre sprints.

In August of 1986, Michael
entered the Junior Maccabiah
Games. He was the only
12-year-old to advance to the

semi-finals in the 200 m against

some of the best junior
sprinters from the U.S.A.,
Mexico, Australia, Israel and
Brazil.

Despite his stellar perfor-

mance on the track, Michael is

no “one sport” wonder. He

Michael Blank

qualified for Fielding Drive’s

all-star soccer, football and
volleyball teams. He also com-
petes in skiing— downhill, sla-

lom and giant slalom. In the

summer of 1986 he traded his

track shoes for tennis sneakers
and entered his first tennis tour-

nament (a N.C.T.A. sanctioned
event no less) reaching the fi-

nals in his age group.
In addition to this whirlwind

of activity, Michael manages to

maintain an “A” average in his

studies and is a member of
Fielding Drive’s Executive Stu-

dent Council. He plans to at-

tend the 1988 Junior
Maccabiah games with the 1992
Olympics as his long-term goal.

With his determination and
athletic ability, he may yet re-

write Track & Field’s record
books!

OTTAWA JEWISH SPORTS
HALL OF FAME

Nominations are being accepted from the public

for 1987 inductees into the Sports Hall of Fame.
Criteria for nominations are as follows:

NOMINATION CRITERIA
1 Eligibility of Athletes
Any person who, while a Canadian citizen and resi-

dent of the National Capital Region (NCR) has:

a) Represented sport with distinction in an athlet-

ic competition either in the NCR or outside

bringing national prominence to the Ottawa
Jewish Community: or represented sport with

sufficient distinction to be recognized within

the Ottawa Jewish Community as truly out-

standing.

b) Compiled an outstanding record which extends

over a period of time in one or more sports.

c) Retired from active competition for at least

three (3) years.

2 Eligibility of Builders
Any person who, while a Canadian citizen and resi-

dent of the NCR has meritoriously served sport for

a period of ten years (not necessarily consecutive).

3 Eligibility of Teams
A team must:

a) Be based in the NCR when its win is ac-

claimed and documented.

b) Be composed of NCR residents at time of

winning.

c) Win either city, provincial, national or interna-

tional championships.

d) Be composed of at least two (2) members.

All nominations should be accompanied by supporting

documentation, and a photograph (if possible). Nomi-

nations should be addressed to:

The Ottawa Jewish Sports Hall of Fame
151 Chapel St., Ottawa, Ont. KIN 7Y2
Att: Greg Richards

Nominees will be voted on at the general meeting to

be held in May of 1987. Inductees will be honoured at

the Annual Banquet scheduled for September, 1987.

Hall of Fame Board of Trustees who will vote on

nominees are as follows: Percy Addelman, Joe Ages,

Joe Liff, Morley Goldfield, Jack Nadelle, Ian Sadinsky,

Moe Segal, Irving Shapero and Norm Zagerman. A
maximum of three inductees will be voted in for this

year. The Hall of Fame Display will be situated at 151

Chapel Street.

Sadinsky In Right

Ian R. Sadinsky

Just an Ordinary Guy
By his own admission, Reginald Francis

Hewitt is probably just another ordinary
guy. He was born on Heney Street, just a
stone’s throw from the JCC, played a little

hockey as a kid for the old Three Star
Imperials, lifted a few weights, boxed a few
rounds, wrestled a few matches. Ordinary
stuff.

He answered his country’s call and served
five and one half years overseas with the
Stormont-Dundas-Glengarry Highlanders in

France, Germany, Belgium and Holland. In

1944 he married his wife Peggy in Bir-

mingham, England and brought her to
Canada where they raised two boys Glen and
Ross in a simple house on Prince Albert

Street in Overbrook. Reg worked for the old

Bureau of Statistics and then with the

Department of Agriculture where he stayed

until his retirement. Pretty ordinary by any
standards.

But “Reggie” has one claim to fame that

no one else can take. Reg Hewitt has been
working at the J.C.C. since the first day that

the new athletic facility opened in the late

50’s (“I was there at registration with the late

Hy Hochberg and a fellow named Elias

Aronstaim. Reg has literally seen every
athlete — young and old — who has used
the centre’s facilities from its opening until

recently when he retired from his position

as Physical Education Program Assistant.

With prior experience at the Y, the Ottawa
Boy’s Club, and the City of Ottawa’s
Department of Public Recreation, Reg
brought a thorough knowledge of athletics

and sport to the Centre. Never flashy,

“Reggie” spent the tough training hours,
teaching young bodies how to tumble, how
to perform on the trampoline, the secrets of
judo, boxing and wrestling. Older bodies still

tremble from his old-fashioned fitness

workouts — no sissy aerobics for Reg. Reg
himself has a full set of training equipment
at home, and still spritely at 66 years old and
a tough 165 pounds, he religiously performs
his daily exercise ritual — the same ritual

that he has performed since he was eleven!

He practices what he preaches.

In terms of favourite athletes, “Reggie”
remembers the grinders and the grapplers —
Sheldon Kapinsky, one of the finest all-

around athletes in the 60’s, hard working
Sheldon Taylor and Harry Handler. I assure

Reg Hewitt and friends Sylvia Finkelstein

(left) and Esther Blostein.

you that none of these three eat quiche!

Hewitt also had the opportunity to train Bob
Fisher-Smith in the early sixties when he was
probably the fastest sprinter in Canada,
holding records in the 100 and 200 yard

dashes.

Centre Phys. Ed. Director, Greg Richards

describes Hewitt as “warm and
approachable. People love him.”
My own recollections of Reg are a com-

bination of all of the above, having been
around on that first day at the J.C.C. (in fact

some of us were playing in the gym even

before they opened up, often in pitch

darkness). As classmates of Reg’s son Glen,

Reg took a particular interest in us, and in

his own modest way a gentle shrug from Reg
was enough to break up the usual silliness

that goes on when 10 or 15 teenage kids get

together with a basketball or a trampoline.

Reggie hasn’t slowed down a step in

“retirement”. As he puts it, “I’m having a

ball, skiing, skidooing, skating, swimming
twice a week, and fishing and boating at the

cottage all summer.”
While details are still sketchy, the J.C.C.

is planning some sort of commemorative
gesture for Reg at the Sports Banquet in Sep-

tember, and it would be nice if a lot of

people who have come in contact with him
over the past thirty years come out to wish

him well in his retirement.

On balance, “Reggie’s” own assesment is

probably bang on. He is a pretty ordinary

guy. We could use a lot more of them.

That’s SIR. See you in two!

JUMBO PURIM CARNIVAL
SUNDAY, MARCH 8

1:00-4:00 p.m.

Jewish Community
Centre Gym

$2.00 per person (Parents free)

$1.00 for children dressed in

holiday costumes

CLOWNS • BOOTHS • PRIZES
• FOOD • MUSIC • MAGICIAN...

AND LOTS MORE
Program organized through members of N.C.C.J.Y.

Sports Camp Corrections

Group A: All potential campers must be

seven years old by December 31. 1987
Group B: Campers must be 9-12 years

old. No 13-year-olds will be accepted
into Sports Camp.
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Will capitalize on conviction reversal

Time is ripe to enter Canadian politics: Zundel
By Ben Kayfetz

(JTA) — The Ontario Court

of Appeals, in a move that

stunned Jews and civil liber-

tarians in Canada, has unani-

mously reversed the conviction

of German-born anti-Semitic

propagandist Ernst Zundel,

who was sentenced in 1985 to

15 months imprisonment for

distributing a booklet entitled

Did Six Million Really Die? a

denial that the Holocaust

occurred.

The court overturned the

conviction on technical grounds

but upheld Section 177 of the

Canadian Criminal Code under

which he was convicted —
“spreading false news” — and

allowed that a new trial may be

ordered. The Attorney General

has 21 days to challenge the

Appeals Court ruling. He may
appeal to the Supreme Court,

order a new trial or drop the

charges.

A new trial would give

Zundel another public forum

from which to promulgate his

racist views and denial of the

Holocaust and, as he made
clear in an interview with the

Toronto Globe & Mail, that is

exactly what he had hoped for.

Worst of both worlds

Charles Zaionz, chairperson

of the Canadian Jewish
Congress’ Ontario chapter, and

Rose Wolfe, chairperson of its

Joint Community Relations

Committee, said that while it

was gratifying that the Appeals

Court upheld Section 177, “one

recoils at the possibility of a

second trial which would grant

the accused a renewed oppor-

tunity to stage-manage a

circus.”

Alan Borovoy, speaking for

the Canadian Liberties

Association, said the decision

was “the worst of both
worlds.” Not only “must Jews

and (Holocaust) survivors be

put through the agony of

another trial, but Canada is

stuck with a law that could have

a chilling effect on ordinary

citizens who might have
opinions that run contrary to

conventional wisdom,” he said.

Zundel was not charged

under Canada’s anti-hate law,

passed in 1970, but under an

older statute which originated

in English Common Law and
was incorporated in the

Canadian Criminal Code in

1892. It states that anyone
“who wilfully publishes a

statement, tale or news that he

knows is false and that... is

likely to cause or causes injury

or mischief to a public interest”

is guilty of an offense

punishable by two years in jail.

View of appeals panel

The panel of five judges of

the Appeals Court agreed that

the “maintenance of racial and

religious harmony is certainly a

matter of public interest”

requiring protection.

They found that Judge Hugh
Locke, who tried the case, did

not err when he rejected a

defense request that all Jews

and Freemasons be excluded

from the jury. But he was in

error when he failed to advise

Zundel’s lawyer that he could

re-phrase his questions to

prospective jurors.

“There is a denial of a fun-

damental right to a fair and

proper trial where the accused

is not allowed to challenge any

number of jurors for cause ...

Zundel was deprived of his

right to have a jury ... whose
impartiality or appearance of

impartiality could not be
impugned,” the panel stated in

its ruling.

It also found Judge Locke to

have been in error when he

intimated to the jury that

Zundel could be convicted if

they decided he did not

honestly believe his publi-

cations. In reality, the court

said, the jury had to decide that

he actually knew the booklet to

be false in order to convict.

Zundel, 47, was elated by the

court’s decision. Comparing
himself in “leadership” and
“charisma” with his idol,

Adolf Hitler, he told the Globe
& Mail that he intends to enter

Canadian politics because “if

any time is ripe, it’s now.” He
also boasted to a reporter that

he had “enticed the estab-

lishment" into giving him a
new platform and is delighted

with his success. He said he has

invested $50,000 in new
machinery to publish his

propaganda.

A happy and unanticipated reunion of a number of Ottawa Modern Jewish School presidents took

place at the OMJS Graduation and Awards Night held in June. From left to right Arnie Fradkin

(current president), Len Heitin (1981-82), Abe Palmer (1953-58, 1963-64), Charna Mittleman

(1984-86), Norman Barwin (1978-81), David Blumenthal (1982-84), Kurt Orlik (1967-71).

InformationCityHaU
InformationHOteldevttle

RIDEAU MALL STUDY
(Sussex to King Edward)

PUBLIC OPEN HOUSE
You arc invited to attend and

DISCUSS WITH STAFF AND CONSULTANTS
THE PROBLEMS AND PRELIMINARY ALTERNATIVES.

THIS IS THE TIME TO GIVE US YOUR VIEWS!

ZONING! A New Look For Rideau Street?? LIGHTING!
LANDSCAPING! SHELTERS?? MARKETING!!!

BUILDING HEIGHTS! TRANSPORTATION!!!

Public Opinion Poll Results!!!

LOCATIONS

1. Monday, February 23, 1987 to Saturday, February 28, 1987 inclusive

10:00 a.m. - 6:00 p.m.

FREIMAN MALL (Ground Floor by the Bay)

Note: Friday, February 27 Hours will be extended to 9:00 p.m.

2. Monday, February 23, 1987 and Wednesday, February 25, 1987,
10:00 a m. - 6:00 p.m. and Friday, February 27, 1987, 2:00 p.m. - 9:00 p.m.
Rideau Centre (Food Court)

3. Monday, Feb. 23, 1987 3:00 p.m. - 9:00 p.m.
MCNABB COMMUNITY CENTRE (Community Room Downstairs)
180 Percy Street

Tuesday, Feb. 24, 1987 3:00 p.m. - 9:00 p.m.
HERON ROAD MULTI-SERVICE CENTRE (Room 3 Lower Level)
1480 Heron Road

Wednesday, Feb. 25, 1987 6:00 p.m. - 10:00 p.m.
D. ROY KENNEDY SCHOOL - 919 Woodroffc Avenue (South Entrance)

. Thursday, Feb. 26, 1987 3:00 p.m. - 9:00 p.m.
OVERBROOK MULTI-PURPOSE CENTRE (Meeting Room)
33 Quill Street

COME BEFORE BINGO!

ETUDE SUR LE MAIL RIDEAU
(De Sussex a King Edward)

ASSEMBLEE PUBLIQUE
Vous etes invites & venir

DISCUTER DES PROBLEMES ET DES SOLUTIONS
DE RECHANGE PRELIMINAIRES AVEC DES

FONCTIONNAIRES ET DES EXPERTS-CONSEILS.
VOILA L’OCCASION DE NOUS FAIRE CONNAiTRE

VOTRE OPINION !

Un nouveau visage pour la rue Rideau ? ?

ECLAIRAGE ! MARKETING!!! TRANSPORT!!!
ABRIS ? ? AMENAGEMENT PAYSAGER

!

HAUTEUR DES IMMEUBLES ! ZONAGE !

Resultats cTun sondage d’opinion publique ! !

ENDROITS

1.

Du lundi 23 au samedi 28 fevrier 1987.

De 10 h a 18 h.

MAIL FREIMAN (au rez-de-chaussee pres de La Baie)

Remarque : jusqu’d 21 h le vendredi 27 fevrier.

2.

Lundi 23 fevrier et mercrcdi 25 fevrier, de 10 h a 18 h.

Vendredi 27 fevrier, de 14 h & 21 h.

CENTRE RIDEAU (niveau dcs restaurants).

3. Lundi 23 fevrier, de 15 h & 21 h.

CENTRE COMMUNAUTAIRE McNABB
(salle communautaire au sous-sol), 180, rue Percy.

4. Mardi 24 fevrier, de 15 h & 21 h.

CENTRE POLYVALENT DU CHEMIN HERON
(salle 3, rcz-de-chauss6e), 1480, chemin Heron.

5.

Mercrcdi 25 fevrier, de 18 h & 22 h.

ECOLE D. ROY-KENNEDY, 919, avenue Woodroffe (entree sud).

6.

Jeudi 26 fevrier, de 15 h a 21 h.

CENTRE POLYVALENT D’OVERBROOK
(salle de reunion), 33, rue Quill.

ARRIVEZ A VANT LE BINGO !
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The Board of Directors of
the Ottawa Jewish Community
Foundation acknowledges with
thanks contributions to the fol-

lowing as at January 27, 1987:

ROSE ACHBAR
MEMORIAL FUND

Wishing a speedy recovery to

Louis Achbar by Phyllis and
Harold Leikin.

ESTHER AND MATT
AGES FUND

In memory of Roz Cohen by
Esther and Matt Ages.

JOSEPH AND ROSE
•AGES FUND

In memory of Maurice
Shabinsky by Rose and Joe
Ages.

In memory of Yetta Pearl by
Rose and Joe Ages.
Wishing Alyce Baker good

health by Fran and Stan Ages.

ANNE ALTMAN
MEMORIAL FUND

Wishing a speedy recovery to

Dennis Newton by Muriel
Levine.

ANNE ARRON
MEMORIAL FUND

In memory of Maurice
Shabinsky by Daphne and
Stanley Arron.

IRVING AND CLAIRE
BERCOVITCH FUND
Happy Birthday Wishes to

Jack Smith by Claire and Irv-

ing Bercovitch.

Mazal Tov to Mendel and
Valerie Good on the birth of

their granddaughter by Claire

and Irving Bercovitch.

DR. AND MRS. M.
RALPH BERKE FUND
In memory of Roz Cohen by

Sarah Berke.

HYMAN AND MARION
BESSIN

MEMORIAL FUND
In memory of Mindel Aron-

son, daughter of Rabbi and
Mrs. David Aronson, Toronto,

by Marcus and Pearl Wein-
berger; and by Jeff and Gita

Weinberger.
Mazal Tov to Rabbi

Menachem and Edna Davis,

Berkley, N.Y. on the Bar-

Mitzvah of their son Yosef by

Ethyle Kapeller.

ALEX AND MOLLIE
BETCHERMAN

MEMORIAL FUND
In memory of Yetta Pearl by

Lena Michelson; and by Joy

and Max Rosenstein.

In memory of Maurice
Shabinsky by Lena Michelson;

and by Joy and Max
Rosenstein.

In memory of Brian Assaly

by Lena Michelson; and by Joy

and Max Rosenstein.

Congratulations to Thomas

Sachs on his 94th birthday by
Lena Michelson; and by Joy
and Max Rosenstein.

BENES AND SARAH
CANTOR FUND

In memory of Harry Zellick,

Newton Centre, Mass, by
Miriam Cantor; by Esther Can-
tor; by Gertie Ranter; by Bes-

sie and Sam Taller; by Allan
and Isabelle Cantor; by Ruth,
Mendy, Jason and Natalie

Taller; and by Sid, Carolyn,
Elayna and Adam Katz.

HOWARD AND JEFFREY
COGAN

SCHOLARSHIP FUND
In memory of Lawrence Frei-

man by Lisa and Fred Cogan.
In memory of Maurice

Shabinsky by Lisa and Fred
Cogan.

Wishing a r’fuah sh’lemah to

Alyce Baker by Lisa and Fred
Cogan.

In honour of Dr. and Mrs.
William James on their silver

wedding anniversary by Lisa

and Fred Cogan.

MAX AND CRETE
COHEN

ENDOWMENT FUND
In honour of the Bar-

Mitzvah of Joshua David
Cohen, son of Alan and Nika
Cohen by great-grandmother
Mrs. Gabriel Cohen.

PHILLIP COHEN
MEMORIAL FUND

In honour of Irving

Leibovitch, Montreal on his

special birthday by Ruth and
Gerald Berger; by Doris and
Nat Edelstein; by Deborah and
David Cohen; and by Jan and
Jerome Cohen-Lyons.

HARRY AND JEAN
COOPER

ENDOWMENT FUND
Complete health and con-

tentment to Mr. and Mrs. Louis

Achbar by Jean Cooper.

In honour of Mr. and Mrs.

Ben Levin on their wedding
anniversary by Jean Cooper.

KATIE ALLEN FARBER
MEMORIAL FUND

In memory of Alex Rothman
by Nathan and Tema Lewir..

In memory of Roz Cohen by
Helen, Chaim and Jonathan
Gilboa.

In memory of Berna Abram-
son, Montreal by Zahava and
Barry Farber.

In memory of Katie Allen

Farber by Ruth and Irving

Aaron.
In memory of Norma Piv-

nick by Ruth and Mendy
Taller; by Jack, Joyce and
Anne Steinberg; by Max and
Ellie Greenberg; by Morris and
Myra Presser; by Shelley and
Sid Rothman and family; by
Joyce and Herb Appelby, Wil-

lowdale; by Debbie and
Michael Dover; by Ruth and
Leonard Kirsh; by Dolly and
Bo Blacher and family; by Shel-

ley and Gary Berezin; by Moe
and Lottie Shainbaum; by Debi
and Neil Zaret; by Carol and
Ralph Kassie and family; by
Miriam and Jack Pleet; by Irv-

ing and Anne Huss and family;

by Isaac and Mara
Muzikansky; by Nathan and
Tema Lewin; by Sid, Carolyn,
Elayna and Adam Katz; by
Ruth and Irving Aaron; by
Helen and Chaim Gilboa; by
Bonnie and Chuck Merovitz;
by Barbara, Len, Steven and
Michael Farber; by Libby and
Stan Katz; by Bella and Harry
Leikin; by Cindy and Abe
Engel and family; by Annice
and Sydney Kronick; by Valerie

and Mickey Eisen-Kostov; and
by Morrie and Helen Eisen,

Pembroke.
Wishing a speedy recovery to

Arnold Faintuck by Wendy,
Stephen, Ellen and Jodi
Waxman.
Mazal Tov to Judi and Ed

Kerzner on the birth of their

granddaughter Marlissa by
Ruth, Mendy, Jason and
Natalie Taller.

DAVID AND TILLY
GERSHON FUND

In loving memory of Rose
(Roz) Cohen by Tilly Gershon.

Wishing a r’fuah sh’lemah to

Dennis Newton by Clara and
Ben Dworkin.

JACOB GLADSTONE FUND
Best wishes for good health

to Moe Litwack by Clara and
Ben Dworkin.

STAN AND LIBBY
GLUBE FUND

In memory of Norma Piv-

nick by Beverley and Bryan
Glube; and by Sylvia and Myar
Goldin, Montreal.

ARNELL AND SIMONE
GOLDBERG FUND

Happy birthday to Simone
Goldberg by Yanda and Mark
Max.

GEORGE AND MARY
GOLDBERG FUND

In observance of the yarzheit

of a beloved mother and grand-

mother Ethel Eskin Goodfield
by Mary Goldberg and family.

In observance of the yarzheit

of a beloved grandmother and
great-grandmother Gitel Cohen
Agulnik by Mary, Beverley and

Ronnie Goldberg.

In observance of the yarzheit

of a loving husband, devoted

father and grandfather George
Joshua Goldberg, Shevat 21,

Feb. 19 by Mary Goldberg and

family.

EVA GOLDFIELD
MEMORIAL FUND

Wishing a r’fuah sh’lemah to

Risa Taylor by Diane and
Morley Goldfield.

Wishing a r’fuah sh’lemah to

Diane Goldfield by Phyllis and
Carl Goldsteen; by Dora
Waserman; by Arlene and Mel
Schwey; and by Wally and
Elaine Viner and family,

Kingston.

JACK AND GERT
GOLDSTEIN FUND

In memory of Maurice
Shabinsky by Gert and Jack

Goldstein; and by Diane and
Allen Abramson.

Wishing a speedy recovery to

Alyce Baker by Diane and
Allen Abramson.

HYMAN AND LILIAN
GOULD FUND

In memory of Pearl

Lepofsky by Lilian and Hyman
Gould.

In memory of Yetta Pearl by
Lilian and Hyman Gould; and
by Goldie Levine.

In memory of Lawrence Frei-

man by Lilian and Hyman
Gould.

Wishing a speedy recovery to

Louis Achbar by Lilian and
Hyman Gould.

VICTOR AND RACHEL
GOULD FUND

In honour of Muriel Gold-
stein, Toronto, on her very spe-

cial birthday with love, by Sadie
and Shap Shapero.

GILBERT AND BESS
GREENBERG
FOUNDATION

In memory of Norma Piv-

nick by Carol and Lorry Green-
berg and family.

In memory of Yetta Pearl by
Carol and Lorry Greenberg and
family.

LOUIS AND HELEN
GREENBERG

MEMORIAL FUND
Wishing a speedy recovery to

Alyce Baker by Lynda and
Lawrence Greenberg.

In honour of Lynda Green-
berg on her special birthday by
Alyce and Allan Baker.

NATHAN AND SARAH
GREENBERG

MEMORIAL FUND
In honour of Gert and Sam

Budovitch, Fredericton, N.B.
on their 40th wedding anniver-

sary by Irving and Evelyn
Greenberg; by Myrna and Steve

Harrison, Beaconsfield, Que-

bec; and by daughters Francene
and Ruth Budovitch.

In honour of Jerry and
Hilma Shapiro on their 40th
wedding anniversary by Gert
and Sam Budovitch.

In honour of Geety Freed-
man on her special birthday by
Geety and Sam Budovitch.

In memory of Maurice
Shabinsky by Evelyn and Irving

Greenberg.
In memory of Muriel Perron

by Evelyn and Irving
Greenberg.

In memory of Esther Dia-
mond, Israel, by Gert and Sam
Budovitch.

SAMUEL AND BESSIE
GREENBERG FUND

In memory of Alex Rothman
by Ethel and Irving Taylor.

In memory of Gordon Lit-

wack by Ethel, Irving, Rose
and Chick Taylor.

ZELDA AND JOHN
GREENBERG FUND

In memory of John McCagg
by Zelda and John Greenberg.

In honour of Mr. and Mrs.
Ben Greenberg on the engage-
ment of their grandson Avi by
Zelda and John Greenberg.

In honour of Mr. and Mrs.
Isaac Kerzner on the engage-
ment of their son Avi by Zelda
and John Greenberg.

In honour of Sam Kardish on
the birth of a new grandson by
Zelda and John Greenberg.

WILLIAM AND LENKE
GROSSMAN FUND

In memory of Lawrence Frei-

(Continued next page)
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Our personnel is carefully selected in order to maintain

the high standards traditionally associated with Hulse and

Playfair for more than 60 years. They are provided with

specialized training necessary to assist when a death oc-

curs in a family.

Zl/alse<md&Iau{airyri II LIMITED

FUNERAL HOMES & CHAPELS
Canadian Ownership Since 1925

Keith Shaver

Alex Caldwell

Laird Barclay

Brian McGarry

Central Chapel

315 McLeod St.. 233-1143

West Chapel

1098 Byron Ave., 728-1761

St. Laurent Funeral Home
1200 Ogilvie Rd.. 748-1200

'INW
ISRAEL

El Al invites you to the sun, seas and cities of

Israel with two remarkably inexpensive winter

packages. One is for everyone: the other for

seniors only.

Sunsational »
Seniors 1405

Incredible

Israel 1H5
The one for

everybody. Return

airfare on El Al's magnificent,

wide body 747s, six nights

superior hotel accommodations
in either Tel Aviv or Jerusalem,

full Israeli breakfasts where ap-

plicable and a six day car rental.

Stop thinking

about Florida and

prepare for the trip of a lifetime.

If you're 60 or over here's what

you get: return airfare on El Al’s

747s; 20 pights of fabulous

hotels, 20% discount on food

and beverages within the hotels.

ftiTJil Executive
I Travel

Sandy Granalslein, CTC
Nancy Borer, CTC

60 Queen St.. Suite SOS

236-5555
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man by William and Lenke
Grossman; and by Thomas D.

Grossman.
In memory of Yetta Pearl by

William and Lenke Grossman.
In honour of Thomas Sachs

on his 94th birthday by William

and Lenke Grossman.

LARRY AND SHEILA
HARTMAN FUND

Wishing a speedy recovery to

Alyce Baker by Sheila and

Larry Hartman.
In honour of Dr. and Mrs.

Bill James on their 25th wed-

ding anniversary by Sheila and

Larry Hartman.

HILLEL ACADEMY FUND
In memory of Maurice

Shabinsky by Rhoda and
George Caplan.

In memory of Helen
Copland by Rhoda and George

Caplan.
In memory of Lawrence Frei-

man by Rhoda and George

Caplan.
In memory of Yetta Pearl by

Rhoda and George Caplan.

In memory of Joe Wasser-

man, Montreal by Cindy and
Abe Engel and family.

In memory of Roz Cohen by
Barry Appel.

Wishing a r’fuah sh’lemah to

Karen Slipacoff by Allan and
Isabelle Cantor.

In observance of the yarzheit

of a beloved granddaughter and
niece by Joe and Jeanette

Jacobson; and by Arlene, Ken
and Robin Glube.

In observance of the yarzheit

of a beloved daughter by Shel-

ley and Gary Berezin.

HILLEL LODGE FUND
In memory of Lawrence Frei-

man by Claire and Ted
Metrick.

Happy birthday to Uncle

Bulletin & Review — February

Archie Pleet by Ricki, Barry,

Alyce and Allan Baker.

In memory of Roz Cohen by

Mrs. Gabriel Cohen.

HY HOCHBERG
MEMORIAL LECTURE

FUND
In honour of Bill and Jane

James on their 25th wedding
anniversary by Ron James and
daughters.

In memory of Lawrence Frei-

man by Harvey and Yvonne
Lithwick; and by Beatrice and
Abe Dubinsky.

JEWISH COMMUNITY
CENTRE YOUTH
SERVICES FUND

In memory of Lawrence Frei-

man by Carol and Ralph
Kassie.

In memory of Joe Wasser-

man, Montreal by Monica,

Alvin, Richard, Mamie and
Bruce Stein.

In honour of Stuart Hendin
being named a Queen’s Coun-
sel by Monica, Alvin, Richard,

Marnie and Bruce Stein.

JEWISH SOCIAL
SERVICES AGENCY

FUND
Congratulations to Mr. and

Mrs. Eddie Cook on their

recent marriage by Simmy and
Chuck Gardner.
Mazal Tov to Margo Boren-

stein on the marriage of her

daughter Abigail to Israel

Rabinovitch of Israel by Phyllis

and Carl Goldsteen.

ABRAHAM HERSH
KARDASH

MEMORIAL FUND
In memory of Alex Rothman

by Rose and Chick Taylor and
family; and by Ethel and Irving

Taylor.

Congratulations to Morris
Agulnik and Milton Greenberg

i, 1987

on the merger of the partners of

Agulnik and Greenberg and the

partners of Rivers, Finkelman

by Rose and Chick Taylor and

family; by Ethel and Irving

Taylor; and by Risa and Brent

Taylor.

PINHEY AND LIBBY
KARDASH FUND

In memory of Roz Cohen by

Pinhey and Libby Kardash.

SAMUEL AND TILLIE
KARDISH FUND

Mazal Tov to Mr. and Mrs.

Sam Goldreich, Silver Springs,

Md. on the engagement of their

daughter Judy, by Joe, Doris

and David Hoffman.
Mazal Tov to Mr. and Mrs.

Len Potechin on the birth of

their granddaughter Robyn
Lana Goldberg by Joe, Doris

and David Hoffman.
Congratulations to Cheryl

and Brian Levitan on the birth

of their son by the Rideau Bak-

ery Morning Breakfast Boys.

Congratulations to Cheryl,

Brian and Elana Levitan on the

occasion of a new family mem-
ber, Tyler Gideon, by Andra
Ginsberg.

ARTHUR AND SARAH
KIMMEL

MEMORIAL FUND
In memory of Berna Abra-

hamson by Roslyn and Arnie

Kimmel.
In memory of Maurice

Shabinsky by Roslyn and Arnie

Kimmel.

KOFFMAN FAMILY FUND
In memory of Roz Cohen by

Ann and A1 Bloom; and by Joe

and Margaret Koffman.

KRANTZBERG KRANE
FAMILY FOUNDATION
In honour of Sunny and

Sheldon Shaffer on their 40th

wedding anniversary by Claire

585 Somerset Street

Center Town — Glebe

1255 Walkley Road
Ottawa South — Aha I'ista

235-6712

2313 Carling Avenue
Ottawa West — Kanata

2370 St. Joseph Blvd.

Orleans, Gloucester

Personal attention at any hour.

KELLY FUNERAL HOMES

and Julius Krantzberg.

JACK LEVIN AND
GOLDIE LEVINE FUND
In observance of the yarzheit

of our dear mother Rebecca

Levine by Lilian Gould and

Goldie Levine.

In honour of Mr. and Mrs.

Ben Levin on their wedding

anniversary by Goldie Levine.

ABRAM AND EDITH
MOLOT

MEMORIAL FUND
In honour of Barbara and

Laurence Sugarman on their

marriage by Lee S. Molot; and

by Martin and Marcia Molot.

In memory of Mrs. Joan

Shuchat, Montreal by Henry,

Maureen, Alex and Edie Molot.

In memory of Roz Cohen by

Toby and Freda Appel; by

Henry, Maureen, Alex and
Edie Molot.

MAX AND IDA
NADOLNY

MEMORIAL FUND
Wishing a r’fuah sh’lemah to

Alyce Baker by Arthur and
Linda Cogan.

In memory of Yetta Pearl by
Arthur and Linda Cogan; and
by Herb and Dorothy Nadolny.

In memory of Roz Cohen by
Dorothy and Herb Nadolny.

In memory of Pearl
Lepofsky by Dorothy and Herb
Nadolny.

MOSHE AND MOLLY
NARWA FUND

In memory of Mrs. Dalfen,

Montreal, by Molly Narwa and
family.

(Continued next page)

In Appreciation

Brent and 1 would like to thank all our family and

friends for their concern, support and encouragement.

Thanks also for the cards, flowers, and donations to

charitable organizations made during my recent illness.

Greatly appreciated.

Risa Taylor

In Appreciation
Sincere thanks to my many friends in the community

for their concern, acts of kindness and donations made
to charitable organizations during my recent illness. It

was much appreciated.

Rev. Harry Weissbord

In Appreciation
Our sincere thanks to family and friends for their many

acts of kindness and donations made to charitable organi-

zations on the passing of a beloved sister and sister-in-

law, Roz Cohen. It was greatly appreciated.

Claire and Sam Tanner

Congratulations and Best Wishes
are extended to

Isadore and Mary Potechin
who celebrate their

65th Wedding Anniversary
this month
Mazel Tov!
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In memory of Roz Cohen by
Molly Narwa.

OTTAWA MODERN
JEWISH SCHOOL FUND
In memory of Otto Weisz by

Florence Weisz and family.

JACOB AND LEAH RIVERS
MEMORIAL FUND

In appreciation to Billie
Welch by Mark Greenberg.

In appreciation to Dave and
Rossie Perlman by Laura and
Milton Greenberg.

In memory of Roz Cohen by
Goldie and Albert Rivers.

In memory of Robert E.
Weinberg by Ibolya. Howard,
Shawn and Julia Goldberg.

In memory of Jeffrey Pick,
Fitchburg, Mass, by Irving and
Evelyn Rivers.

HERMAN AND ZELDA
ROODMAN FUND

Wishing Mrs. Mae Gold a

speedy recovery by Mrs. Dora
Danoff.

DR. TRUDA AND IMRE
ROSENBERG FUND

Wishing a r’fuah sh’lemah to

Eve Segall by Truda
Rosenberg.

SAMUEL AND RUTH
ROTHMAN FUND

In memory of Alex Rothman
by Bessie and Sam Taller.

SAMUEL AND LILLIAN
SASLOVE FUND

In memory of Roz Cohen by
Lil Saslove.

SYLVIA SHERMAN
MEMORIAL FUND

Congratulations to Ian Sher-

man on receiving his designa-
tion of Chartered Accountant
by Jack and Julie Sherman.
Mazal Tov to Sorel and

Nachum Eizicovics, Toronto
on the birth of a new son by
Uncle Jack and Aunt Julie

Sherman.
Mazal Tov to Molly and Sol

Sherman on the birth of a new
grandson by Jack and Julie

Sherman.
Mazal Tov to Harry and Ida

Sherman on the birth of a new
great-grandson by Jack and
Julie Sherman.

Wishing a r’fuah sh’lemah to

Moe Litwack by Molly and Sol
Sherman.

In memory of Maurice
Shabinsky by Jack and Julie

Sherman.
In memory of Gordon Lit-

wack by Molly and Sol
Sherman.

ARNOLD SHINDER
SCHOLARSHIP FUND
In memory of Berna Abram-

son by Ann and Arnold
Shinder.

HARRY AND SYLVIA
SHINDER FUND

In memory of Ann Fine by
Sylvia Shinder.

ISRAEL AND JENNIE
SHINDER FUND

In honour of Manny Light-
stone on his special birthday by
Sally and Morton Taller.

JACK AND LINDA
SMITH FUND

Birthday wishes to Jack
Smith by Shirley and Gordon
Viner; by Ian, Glenda and Ben-
jie Garonce; by the Executive
and Staff of the Vaad and
U.J.A.; and by the Board and
Staff of the Jewish Community
Centre.

NATHAN AND THELMA
STEINMAN FUND

In honour of Mr. and Mrs.
Nat Steinman on their 50th
wedding anniversary by Rhoda
and George Caplan; by William
Bloom; and by Sam and Anne
Taller.

SHIRLEY AND DEBORAH
SUGARMAN

MEMORIAL FUND
Warm best wishes to Nat

Levitan on his very special

birthday by Barbara and Laur-
ence Sugarman.

RACHEL SWEDLOVE
FUND

In memory of Roz Cohen by
Bess and Casey Swedlove.

In memory of Fanny Sher-
man, Detroit by Ruth and John
Swedlove-Barron.

JAY B. TALLER
MEMORIAL FUND

In memory of Mrs. Helen
Stoffman, London, Ontario by
Beverley, Bernie and Jared
Zaifman.

In memory of Roz Cohen by
Sally and Morton Taller.

MAURICE AND GOLDIE
SHABINSKY

MEMORIAL FUND
In memory of Maurice

Shabinsky by Sally and Elliott

Levitan; by Simmy and Chuck
Gardner; by Anne Pancer; by
Linda and Arthur Cogan; by
Yanda and Mark Max; by
Ibolya, Howard, Shawn and
Julia Goldberg; by Ricki,

Barry, Alyce and Allan Baker;

by Bessie and Sam Taller; by
Bess and Casey Swedlove; by
Sam and Anne Taller; by Mar-
ilyn, Lori and Wendy Waser-
man; by Neil and Randy
Brotman; by Carol and Lorry
Greenberg and family; by Herb
and Dorothy Nadolny; by
Kalman and Maita Kozliner.

HAROLD SHAFFER
MEMORIAL FUND

Mazal Tov to Sunny and

Sheldon Shaffer on their 40th

wedding anniversary by Julia

and Evelyn Krane; and by
Allan and Frances Pearlman.

In observance of the yahrzeit

of a beloved mother Mary
Shaffer by Sarah and Milton

Shaffer.

Syracuse JCC hopes
to buy empty school
DE WITT, N.Y. (JTA) —

The $1.02 million bid by the

Jewish Community Center of
Syracuse, N. Y., to purchase its

five-year temporary home, the

Genesee Hills Elementary
School, is “more or less’’ final-

ized, according to Marty Gold-
berg, JCC director.

The school board here has
tentatively accepted the con-
tract pending resolution of pro-

tests by two citizens groups that

claim the board hasn’t the right

to sell the building to the JCC,
Goldberg explained. The
groups fear loss of access to the

grounds.
Goldberg said the JCC has

promised access. Nevertheless,

the groups have filed protests

with the state commissioner of
education. Goldberg expects

the issue to be resolved by
spring.

Regardless, the JCC board
will soon develop a fund-raising

plan for the project. Goldberg
said renovations and the possi-

ble expansion of the 42,000 sq.

ft. building on 10 acres will cost
$4 million or $5 million, and he
said the Jewish community is

capable of raising that sum.
Members of the JCC board,

not an especially wealthy
group, already have pledged
$370,000, he noted. As a point
of comparison, he told the Jew-
ish Telegraphic Agency that the
Syracuse Jewish Federation
raises about $1.3 million
annually.

Free door to door

transportation

“PRE-SCHOOL
SPECIAL”

(registration deadline Mar. 30th)

Maimonides

School

820-9484

UJA
is people

caring about people

...making the dream
a reality

Sunny Tavel

IS WHAT
UJA

IS ALL ABOUT

Sunny Tavel

Co-chairman
Women’s Division

Keep (he Promise

If we don 7 — who will*

SAMUEL AND ANNE
TALLER FUND

In memory of Yetta Pearl by
Sam and Anne Taller.

Speedy recovery to Mrs.
Pearl Simbrow, Toronto, by
Marilyn, Lori and Wendy
Waserman.
Speedy recovery to Herb

Saslove by Sam and Anne
Taller.

CLAIRE AND SAM
TANNER FUND

In memory of Rose Karon
Cohen by Shirley and Gordon
Viner; by Laura and Milton
Greenberg; by Morton, Sheila,

Stephanie and Harland Tanner;
by Mrs. Esther Murray; and by
Joe and Doris Hoffman.

GITTEL AND MARTIN
TATZ FUND

In honour of Mr. and Mrs.
Norman Torontow on their

37th wedding anniversary by
Gittel and Martin Tatz.

CHARLES AND RAE
TAVEL

MEMORIAL FUND
Wishing a speedy recovery to

Alyce Baker by Rhoda and
Newton Prager.

Wishing a speedy recovery to

Arnold Faintuck by Alyce and
Allan Baker.

ANITA THOMAS
MEMORIAL FUND

In honour of Geety Freed-
man on her special birthday by

Esther and Matt Ages.

SONIA AND ARTHUR
VINER FUND

Wishing a speedy recovery to

Joe Feller by Wally and Elaine
Viner and family, Kingston.

WASERMAN FAMILY
MEMORIAL FUND

In memory of Mrs. Dalfen,
Montreal, by Phyllis and Nat
Waserman.

In memory of Roz Cohen by
Miriam and Leonard Mendel-
sohn and family, Florida.

MORRIS AND MARIETTE
WOOLFSON FUND

In honour of Morris and
Mariette Woolfson on their

50th wedding anniversary by
Freda Radnoff; by Joe and
Miriam Petigorsky; by Carol-
Sue, Jack, Tracy and Michael
Shapiro; by Jacob and Sarah
Gordon; and by David
Gordon.

SAM ZARET
MEMORIAL FUND

Birthday wishes to Helene
Zaret by Annice and Sydney
Kronick.

Contributions may be made
by phoning Laura Greenberg at

232-7306, Monday to Friday 9-

5. Attractive cards are sent to
convey the appropriate senti-

ments. All donations are
acknowledged with an official

receipt for income tax pur-

poses. WE ACCEPT VISA.

New

JNF

Stamps

Issued

The top stamp marks the 60th anniversary of

Keren Kayemeth Le Israel Teachers Council.

The bottom issue marks the birth of Yitzhak

Tabenkin, one of the founders of the

Histadruth.

Ports ol Call Group Tours to

isnnEi
‘ISRAEL AFFORDABLE’

15 days/13 nights

Effective March 1-30. 1987

00
CON

*1959 .

Effective April 1 - June 12. 1987

*2159 .

00
CON

Price includes

Airfare Ottawa/Tel Aviv/Ottawa
'13 nights 4-star hotels

6 days sightseeing with licensed guide

Full Israeli breakfast daily

All taxes and service charges

Call for details

MARILYN TALLER-WASERMAN
BARBARA WEISS

SANDRA SCOTT-HARTMAN
238-2400v
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^CommunityCalendar
Sunday, February 8

Young Israel Congregation, Syium, 627 Kirkwood,

7:00 p.m.
Ottawa Jewish Singles Bowling, 351 Preston, 7:30 p.m.

Monday, February 9

Jewish Community Centre Golden Age Meeting,

Speaker: Rabbi Arnold Fine, Subject: How Jewish is Jew-

ish? Assembly Hall, J.C.C., 1:00 p.m.

Tuesday, February 10

Machzikei Hadas Congregation Sisterhood Luncheon,
2310 Virginia Drive, 12 noon.

50+ Drop-In Centre, Speaker: Marilyn Kanee, Sub-

ject: A Jewish View of Racism, 50+ Lounge J.C.C., 1:30

p.m.

Wednesday, February 11

Agudath Israel Congregation Sisterhood Board Meet-

ing, 1400 Coldrey Avenue, 1:00 p.m.
Ottawa Jewish Singles Cocktails, Hartwell’s, Westin

Hotel, 1 1 Colonel By Drive, 9:00 p.m.

Sunday, February 15

Jewish National Fund Tu B’Shevat Telethon, all day.

Ottawa Jewish Singles Video Disco Club, 2824C San-

dalwood Drive, 7:00 p.m.

Monday, February 16

Jewish Community Centre Golden Age Club, Lunch-
eon and Birthdays, University of Ottawa Music Students,

Assembly Hall J.C.C., 12:30 p.m.

Tuesday, February 17

50+ Drop-In Centre, Speaker: Dan Mozersky, Sub-
ject: Book Review, 50+ Lounge J.C.C., 1:30 p.m.

Wednesday, February 18

Agudath Israel Sisterhood Garnish Demonstration,
1400 Coldrey, 12:30 p.m.

50+ Bridge Club, 50+ Lounge, J.C.C., 1:00 p.m.
50+ Chess Club, 50+ Lounge, J.C.C., 7:00 p.m.
Ottawa Jewish Singles Cocktails, The Lounge, Wes-

tin Hotel, 11 Colonel By Drive, 9:00 p.m.

Thursday, February 19
Jewish Community Centre/Jewish Social Services

Agency Meeting, Speaker: liana Fine, Subject: “Poland
After The War’’, Agudath Israel Congregation, 1400 Col-

drey Avenue, 12:30 p.m.

Dora Wasserman will

give one woman show
Akiva High School will host

a visit from Dora Wasserman,
Artistic Director of the Yiddish
Theatre in Montreal on Wed-
nesday, February 18 at 7:30

p.m., at 881 Broadview.

The Theatre is the only group

in Canada dedicated exclusively

to the Yiddish language and
was founded in 1972 when it

became known as the Yiddish

Theatre of the S.B.C. Wasser-

man herself has gained interna-

tional recognition for the

troupe through her work with

authors like Isaac Bashevis

Singer and Chaim Grade.

Originally from the Soviet

Union, Wasserman began her

career in Montreal eventually

establishing the troupe at the

Saidye Bronfman Centre. In

1986 she was cited by the Que-
bec Government as one of 25

women who have made an out-

standing contribution to Que-
bec life.

Dora Wasserman

Dora Wasserman will be

accompanied by her pianist,

Yossi Milo in a performance of

her ‘one woman show’.

The community is invited to

attend. The cost is $2.00 per

person. For further informa-
tion call 722-8827.

A pledge

is only a pledge

until it is paid

Please...pay your UJA
pledge today!

Keep the Promise

If we don 7. . . who will?

Shabbat
Candlelighting

February 6 — 4:55 p.m.

February 13 — 5:06 p.m.

February 20 — 5:16 p.m.

Second Class Mail

Registration No. 4544

Condolences
Condolences are extended to

the families of:

Joseph Cooper, Toronto
(brother of Mrs. Esther
Baker)
Mrs. Rose Doctor
Gordon Litwack
Sam Lutterman, Montreal

(brother of Gordon
Lauterman)
Dave Mickenberg, Vancou-

ver (formerly of Ottawa)
Mrs. Norma Pivnick
Mrs. Katherine (Kitty) Sigler

Mrs. Cecile Sobcov
Robert Weinberg, Montreal

(father of Edward Weinberg)
May their memories be a

blessing.

Saturday, February 21

Amit Chapter Hadassah-WIZO Two Bit Auction,
Talisman Hotel, 1376 Carling Avenue, 7:30 p.m.
Ottawa Jewish Singles Dance, Railway City Room,

Parliament, 8:30 p.m. - 1:00 a.m.

Sunday, February 22
Ottawa Jewish Singles Brunch, Speaker: Michael

Shaffer, Subject: Jewish Singles Video Registry, Social
Hall, J.C.C., 11:00 a.m.
Ottawa Jewish Singles Bowling, 351 Preston, 7:30 p.m.
Beth Shalom West/Jewish Community Centre, 1st of

5 Part Lecture Series, “Changes and Challenges II”, 15
Chartwell, 8:00 p.m.

Monday, February 23
Jewish Community Centre Golden Age Club Speaker:

Ruth Kahane, Subject: “An Egalitarian Minyan”,
Assembly Hall J.C.C., 1:00 p.m.

Tuesday, February 24
50+ Drop-In Centre, Speaker: Nancy Parker, Subject:

How Would You Like to Move With More Grace, Ease,
Power? 50+ Lounge, 1:30 p.m.

Wednesday, February 25
50+ Bridge Club. 50+ Lounge, J.C.C., 1:00 p.m.
50+ Chess Club, 50+ Lounge, J.C.C., 7:00 p.m.
Jewish Community Council Board of Trustees Meet-

ing, Social Hall, J.C.C., 7:30 p.m.

This information is taken from the community calen-
dar maintained by the Women’s Federation of the Jew-
ish Community Council. Organizations who would like
their events to be listed, no matter where they are to be
held, should make sure they are recorded by calling 232-
7306, between 9 a.m. and 4 p.m. Provide accurate details.

Bulletin Deadlines
Wednesday, February 18

for March 6 issue

Wednesday, March 4
for March 20 issue

Wednesday, March 18
for April 3


